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the last months of mormonism
in missouri

the albert perry rockwood journal

edited by dean C jessee and david J whittaker

few events in the history of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints have had the impact of the last months in missouri names
such as lilbumliebum boggs and alexander doniphan and events such as the
hauns mill massacre and the extermination order still evoke strong
feelings in the group memory of the latter day saints the events of a
few weeks in 1838 seenseerrrtotto symbolize for mormonscormons their treatment by the
larger society throughout the nineteenth century the defensiveness of
their histories from 1839 on can in large measure be attributed to their
experiences there the missouri experience casts a long shadow down
through the years of mormon history

one of the best contemporary mormonmonnon records of the last weeks in
missouri is that of albert perry rockwood he was bomborn 9 june 1805 to
luther and ruth perry rockwood in holliston middlesex county
massachusetts his father remarried shortly after alberts mother died
in august 1805 thus he grew up mostly with stepbrothersstepbrothers and stepsistersstepsisters
until he married nancy haven also from holliston in 1827

brigham young and willard richards had earlier come as mission-
aries of the LDS church to holliston and albert after investigating their
message journeyed to kirtland ohio where on 25 july 1837 he was
baptized by brigham young the rockwoodsRockwoods moved to ohio but albert
was back in massachusetts between may and july 1838 when wilford
woodruff records visiting him injailenjailin jailjalljali where he had been incarcerated on
false charges relating to a debt 2 he traveled to missouri in july and
shortly thereafter wrote the letters that follow 3 rockwood made his way
up the grand river from dewitt to far west in caldwell county where
he remained until 10 january 1839 when he moved his family east to

dean C jessee isis an associate professor of church history and a research associate inin the joseph fielding smith
institute for church history at brigham young university david J whittaker isis an associate librarian at
brigham young university and associate editor ofbyu studies the documents reproduced here are with the
pepermissionissionassion of the historical department the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah
and yale university library new haven connecticut
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rockwood journal 7

quincy illinois as part of the larger exodus of mormonscormons from the state
of missouri

with other faithful members of the church rockwood gathered
his family to nauvoo where they assisted in the building of a new
city when the nauvoo legion was first organized in 1841 he was
elected captain of one of the companies inin addition to being drill officer
in 1843 he was assigned to be commander of joseph smiths life guard
in which capacity he assisted in the rescue of the prophet when he was
kidnapped in dixon illinois in june 4 rockwood would later achieve

the rank of general in the legion
in december 1845 he was set apart as one of the first presidents

of the first quorum of seventies thus making him one of the general
authorities of the church As a cousin of brigham young as well
as a father in law president young married his daughter ellen A
rockwood in january 1846 rockwood remained close to him all of his
life he traveled west with president young in 1847 even sharing the
same illness that struck in july 1847 just before they entered the salt lake
valley 5 rockwood returned to winter quarters with brigham young
and in july 1849 brought his three wives nancy haven angeline
hodgkins and elvira teeples to the salt lake valley he later married
two additional wives juliana sophia olson and susana cornwall he
fathered twenty two children

in september 1851 rockwood was elected to the first session of the
legislative assembly of the territory of utah he remained a member
until his death in 1879 he held other civic responsibilities also in 1862
he was elected to the office of warden of the penitentiary he was a
director and organizer of the deseret agricultural and manufacturing
society he served as watermaster of the salt lake city thirteenth ward
in 1870 he was appointed as a road commissioner in salt lake county
and following his role in 1871 as co owner of a fish company he was
appointed by brigham young as the first fish commissioner for utah
territory 6

MORMONS IN MISSOURI A SUMMARY

A short history of the mormon experience in missouri should prove
helpful to the reader of rockwoodsRockwoods letters even though they were
written at the very end of that experience basically the history of
mormonscormons in missouri can be divided into three periods each of which
can be focused allowing for some overlapping in specific counties
jackson county from 1831 to 1833 clay and ray counties from 1833 to
1836 and caldwell daviess and carroll counties from 1837 to 1839

the millennial fervor that is so apparent in the rockwood letters
found an early focus in jackson county where joseph smith during a
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personal visit in 18311831 declared independence to be the center place of
zion the area where the pure in heart were to be gathered in the last days
prior to the second coming of christ by 1833 about twelve hundred
latter day saints had gathered there but local vigilante activity moved
by fears of the economic and political consequences of the growing
mormon presence combined to force the LDS population from the
county by november of that year 7

finding refuge primarily in clay county just north across the
missouri river mormonscormons sought redress through legal channels in
addition to the anticipated paramilitary support of zions camp neither
proved effective 8 thus by 1836 it was clear that no redress for their
jackson county losses would be forthcoming fearing another possible
civil disturbance the missouri legislature moved in 1836 to organize
caldwell county as a place for mormon settlement it was understood
that mormonscormons would concentrate themselves in caldwell in the
summer of 1836 john whitmer and william W phelps chose the site
for far west and it quickly became the most important mormon
settlement in the area within two years about five thousand mormonscormons
were living in the area of far west which itself had all the basic
businesses and services for even further growth 9

by early 1838 mormonscormons were settling in daviess county just
north of caldwell in may joseph smith officially approved adam ondi
ahman also known as di ahman as a place of mormon settlement 10

by the summer of 1838 about fifteen hundred members of the church
were settling there down the grand river from di ahman at the
strategic place where the grand enters the missouri river george M
hinkle and john murdock established dewitt in carrollcan oil county as a
mormon outpost in july 1838 1

from 1831 to 1838 joseph smith had retained the headquarters of
the church in kirtland ohio but with the growing problems there
following the failure of the economy joseph requested the faithful to
gather with him to missouri he arrived in far west on 14 march 1838
to a warm greeting from his followers who now looked forward to peace
and prosperity but the problems associated with dissenters that had
plagued the prophet in ohio followed him to missouri even before his
arrival william W phelps davidwhitmerdavid whitmer and johnvhitmerjohn whitmer had been
disciplined by church courts in april oliver cowdery was excommun-
icated from the church as dissent continued to trouble the settlements in
missouri on 17 june 1838 sidney rigdon preached his salt sermon
see matt 513 a discourse that was widely interpreted as a clear

warning to other dissenters to get out many did 12

by july mormonscormons were fanning out in their search for places to
settle that they were feeling more secure is revealed in sidney rigdonsRigdons
fourth of july oration in it he declared that mormonscormons would no longer
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be silent when mobs came against them he went so far in his rhetoric as
to wamwarn of a war of extermination against any mob that came against
the saints 13 it is clear that the resentmentspresentmentsresentments of the older missouri settlers
still festered and that ridgonswidgonsRidgons sermon only added fuel to the simmering
fire the first serious clash came at gallatin daviess county on
6 august 1838 when non mormonscormons tried to prevent mormonscormons from
voting in a local election 14 the impact was far reaching for both sides
on 7 august the mormon militia from far west rode north to protect
fellow church members reports of this mormon invasion quickly
moved through the adjacent counties providing further justification for
anti mormon feelings and actions by 20 august armed missouriansMissourians
were threatening mormonscormons in dewitt and various citizen groups were
discussing possible solutions to the mormon problem by 11 october
the mormonscormons were forced out of dewitt

during october things went from bad to worse opinion on both
sides was intransigent to the point that no real communication was
possible various clashes between the two groups increased militia
activity on both sides and finally the shedding of blood led to a state of
civil war by 18 october on 24 october captain samuel bogart
mobilized his ray county militia arguing that it was necessary to
prevent further destruction by mormonscormonsMormons the same day bogaertsbogartsBogarts group
captured two individuals they considered to be monmormonmonnonnon spies reacting
to this situation captain david W patten led a group of armed mormonscormons
to rescue the captives the resulting clash is remembered as the battle of
crooked river wherein three mormonscormons including patten and one
missourian were killed 15 rumors and false reports of the skirmish
spread across the state and this time the state militia was called out to
stop the mormonscormonsMormons on27on 27 october missouri govemorlilbumgovernorlilburnw W boggs
issued his executive order that mormonscormons must be exterminated or
driven from the state

three days later on 30 october missouri militia descended on
hauns mill a mormon outpost east of far west where they
killed eighteen people and wounded another fifteen in the most brutal
act of the conflict 16 on the same day missouri troops under the leader-
ship of general samuel D lucas arrived near far west mormon
representatives met with him on 31 october and only the surrendering
of key mormon leaders prevented a potential bloodbath the next
day 1 november joseph smith asked his followers at far west and
adam ondi ahman to surrender they did on the same day lucas
court martialed seven mormon leaders and sentenced them to death
only the intercession of general alexander doniphan prevented the
sentence from being carried out 17

the days that followed saw the arrival of general john B clarkdarkoark
on 4 november who announced on 5 november in the public square
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at far west his intention of carrying out the surrender agreement
of general lucas meanwhile mormonmonnon leaders were taken first to
jackson county and then to richmond in ray county where judge
austin A king presided over a court of inquiry from 12 to 29 november
the court concluded that there was enough evidence to hold some of the
mormon prisoners until a trial could begin the next spring some of those
detained were imprisoned at richmond A few including joseph smith
were transferred to liberty in clay county where they remained in jail
for the next five months I118I1 most mormonscormons moved out of the state between
december 1838 and april 1839 when joseph smith and his associates
escaped their guards while being transferred to another jail they then
joined other members of the church who had already fled east to illinois

THE significance OF THE ROCKWOOD LETTERS
THE DANITES IN MORMON HISTORY

the serious student ofmormonmonnon history discovers that there are very
few primary sources available or extant that deal with the last months
of 1838 in missouri because the vast majority of texts relating to these
critical months were written after december 1838 the importance of the
rockwood letters becomes apparent they are significant contemporary
records of the inner history of the LDS community at far west during this
period and for that reason alone are worthy of publication

but besides theirdetailtheir detail for the events during the final months of
1838 revealing as it were a closeness that puts the reader in the eye of
the storm these letters also offer a new solution to the old debate over the
existence and function of danitescanites in mormon society the existence of
groups of armed mormonscormons called danitescanitesDanites during 1838 in missouri
hasbothharbothhas both plagued faithful mormonscormons and seemingly provided almost
unlimited historical license to their critics ever since the presence of the
word danitescanites in early sources dealing with the so called mormon war
in missouri and the fact that some in the LDS community apparently
reacting to the clamor about danitescanitesDanites crossed out or attempted to delete
references to danitescanitesDanites including the rockwood material in the church
archives have unfortunately further suggested the worst interpretation to
critics of the church as well as to well meaning defenders of the faith

historiographically the further removed from 1838 the source is
and the more critical the author was of the church the greater the detail
the account contains of illegal activity by the danitescanitesDanites thus accounts
written by apostates or other enemies of the church appearing by 1840
tend to suggest that the danitescanites were a secretive militaristic extralegal
organization and generally accounts by faithful mormonscormons after 1840
tend to be very defensive the main difficulty with most of the critical
evidence is that it comes from individuals who were clearly prejudiced
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against joseph smith in fact the most negative accounts can be traced
to two main sources the highly questionable testimony of sampson
avard at the november 1838 court of inquiry or individuals who had or
did come to question the whole concept of the kingdom of god in early
mormon thought

the conceptual framework of stephen lesueursLeSueurs recent book
the 1838 mormon war in missouri is based on the assumption
that joseph smith knew about and even led maraudingraudingma danite bands on
their offensive raids on non mormon missouri farms and villages in
1838 lesueur consistently maintains an interpretation of the danitescanites
that places the major blame on monmormonmonnonnon leaders for their problems in
northern missouri thus he concludes that the court of inquiry in
november 18381838 correctly bound joseph smith over for trial based on the
evidence presented against him particularly by avard on this matter
lesueur follows directly an old interpretation 19

the only other major interpretation was advanced by leland
gentry first in his 1965 dissertation and later in an article in
BYU studiesstudies00 basically gentry argues that the danitescanites were real but that
they went through three stages of development 1 in june at far west
and in july at adam ondi ahman groups were organized to specifically
aid in the expulsion of dissenters from the mormon communities
2 from june to mid october 1838 danitescanites provided protection for

mormonsmonnonsmormans against mob violence primarily a defensive movement and
3 during october 1838 during the mormon war the danitescanites began

to steal from non mormonscormons a stage and activity justified and led by
sampson avard the value of gentryswentrysGentrys thesis has been that it admits that
danitescanites existed and even that joseph smith could have known about the
first two stages but it disassociates the prophet from the most militant
and illegal manifestations the irony argues gentry is that avard in
providing the testimony against joseph smith in november 1838 as a
witness for the state successfully shifted all blame for his own activity
onto the prophet while gentryswentrysGentrys work is cited by lesueur at no time
does he address gentryswentrysGentrys arguments while gentry apparently did not
know of the rockwood texts lesueur cites them but misunderstands
what rockwood is saying 21

rockwoodsRockwoods own narrative suggests that both mormonscormons and non
mormonscormons have fundamentally failed to grasp what the danitescanites were
and this misunderstanding is perpetuated in the continued use of the
term only for meanings critics of the church early attached to it while
space limitations prevent a detailed analysis here several points are
revealing 22

rockwoodsRockwoods record for 22 october 1838 suggests several impor-
tant points for our understanding of the danitescanitesDanites first the origin of the
armies of israel predates 1838 in fact it goes back to zions camp in
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1834 see dac 10530 32 here militia operations in or by the church
were tied to divine injunctions to redeem zion a central part in joseph
smiths mission of establishing the latter day kingdom of god in
missouri see dac 10772 73 and it has been clearly established that
zions camp was a defensive operation depending solely on the

promises of the governor of missouri 23

second rockwoodsRockwoods account of the organization of danitescanites
involves the whole mormon community and he describes its structure
in the biblical terms of companies of tens fifties and hundreds see
ex 1813 26 he clearly says the various groupings provided all kinds
of community service not just bearing arms some groups of danitescanites
were to build houses others were to gather food or care for the sick while
still others were to help gather the scattered saints into the communitythecommunity

there can be no doubt that rockwood is describing the total activities of
a covenant community that viewed itself in the same terms as ancient
israel working in groups these danitescanites served the interests of the whole
the consecration of labor and property involved the whole community
it was hardly a secret organization working under the cover of darkness
in fact rockwood is more explicit about danite activity in the letters he
sends than in the accounts he copies into his own journal this would
hardly be a proper course to take if the whole thing were to be kept
in absolute secrecy rockwood thus presents a view fundamentally
different from avardsawardsAvards a view that allows for an interpretation of these
developments in a much broader perspective both historically and
doctrinally

finally rockwood reveals that the name dan came not from the
warrior tribe of dan gen 4916 17 deutbeut 3322 1 chr 1235 or from
the militant references to the daughters of zion isa 316 as critical
sources alleged or misunderstood but rather and more consistently
from the book of daniel because the prophet daniel has said the saints
shall take the kingdom and possess it for ever dan 244 to the
student of mormon history this brings the whole notion into clear focus
early mormonscormons consistently used the book of daniel in their own self
understanding of the mission of the church see especially dac 652
the stone cut out without hands was to fill the whole earth it was in
their minds the kingdom of god and it was a direct outgrowth of their
millennial expectations it was not to be established by bloodshed or
lawbreaking see dac 5819 22 984 7 1055 the righteous were to
be gathered out of the world and as rockwood notes it was the growing
concentration of mormonscormons that really bothered their missouri neighbors
general clarksdarksmarks counsel to those who remained at far west was to not
gather again

throughout rockwoodsRockwoods letters mormon millennial expectations
are obvious but nowhere is there the cutthroat secrecy that avard later
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persuaded judge austin king and other non mormonscormons there was the
illegal activities avard testified to are also missing in the other known
contemporary mormon references to danitescanitesDanites john smiths diary speaks
of the danite activity in adam ondi ahman in very matter of fact terms
and the reference in the scriptory book of joseph smith kept by
george robinson also conconfirmsfinns the essentials suggested by rockwood

some time past the bretheren or saints have come up day after day to
consecrate and to bring their offerings into the store house of the lord to
prove him now herewith and see if he will not pour us out a blessings that
there will not be room enough to contain it they have come up hither thus
far according to the order rev of the danitescanitesDanites we have a company of
danitescanites in these times to put right physically that which is not right and to
cleanse the church of verry great evils which hath hitherto existed among
us inasmuch as they cannot be put to right by teachings & persuasyonspersuasionspersua syons this
company or a part of them exibitedexhibited on the fourth day ofjuly illegible word
they come up to consecrate by companies of tens commanded by their
captain over ten 24

all of this is not to suggest that the mormon militia obeyed all the
laws or that a segment of them were not misled by avard but as richard
L anderson has recently shown even the burning of gallatin and the raid
on millportmillpostMillport were defensive in nature and came only after years of patient
suffering 25 therefore to argue that these were simply the more public
side of the very dark danite activities is not historically accurate it might
be suggested that either sidney rigdonsRigdons speeches or private counsel
could have encouraged avardsawards activities but it is unfair to continue to
use the term danite to cover only an aberration

rockwoodsRockwoods record would lead us to conclude that the original
intention of the danitescanites was to more fully organize modem israel into an
integrated community with each person contributing to the benefit of the
whole it is unfortunate that the term has only been used to identify the
activities of the more radical fringe probably those led in that direction
by avard

avardsawards testimony seems to have laid the foundation for all
subsequent interpretations even general clarkdarkmark admitted avard was the
key to his investigation of the mormonscormonsMormons 26 surely the accounts of such
individuals as reed peck john conillcorrillcon illiii john whitmer william
swartzell john hunt ebenezer robinson and even john D lee were
framed less by what was happening in the mormon community than by
the interpretative framework avard managed to provide for anyone who
needed a rationale for rejecting either the leadership of joseph smith
or the centralizing tendencies of a covenant community intent on
establishing zion 27

students of mormon history must also consider the various
contemporary histories by individuals who remained faithful to the
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church their lack of references to danitescanites not only suggest that perhaps
they equated the community with the title but that it had become a
negative label hence they denied knowing the terinterm in the context of
avardsawards use of it in the 1880s john taylor recalled 1I have heard a good
deal about danitescanitesDanites but I1 have never heard of them among the latter day
saints if there was such an organization I1 never was made acquainted
with it 112128 other sources usually autobiographical recollections such as
those ofofmosiahmosiahmoslah hancock william huntington or luman shurtliff are
best understood in the context of rockwoodsRockwoods use of the term danite

ifwhat we argue here has merit and we think the rockwood letters
suggest this then the danitescanites in early mormon history must be reevalu-
ated when parley P pratt wrote to his family just at the end of the court
of inquiry he could in honesty tell them that they accuse us of things
that never entered into our hearts and joseph smith writing from
liberty jail in december 1838 added

we have learned also since we have been in prison that many false and
pernicious things which were calculated to lead the saints far astray and to
do great injury have been taught by dr avard as coming from the
presidency which the presidency never knew of being taught in the
church by any body untill after they were made prisoners the presidency
were ignorant as well as innocent of these things 29

we might even consider the impact the missouri organization had not
only on the host of dime novels of nineteenth century america 30 but on
the organization brigham young gave to the camp of israel at winter
quarters in 1847 dacd&c 1362 11 and his continued stress on conse-
cration and community building in the great basin

SOURCE description

one explanation for the lack of contemporary historical sources
dealing with mormonism in missouri in the period 1838 39 is that in
times of crisis the struggle for survival interrupts the record keeping
process rockwood was one of those who did write during those difficult
months the rockwood journal published here covering the period
between 6 october 1838 and 30 january 1839 is a series of journal
entries sent in installments as letters to family members and friends in the
area of holliston massachusetts where rockwood had lived before he
left for missouri

the text below is taken from three manuscripts two housed in the
LDS church archives in salt lake city and the third at the yale
university library at new haven connecticut the yale manuscript
written in rockwoodsRockwoods own hand appears to be a copy recorded by
him in a handmade notebook retained for his personal record the
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manuscripts at the LDS church archives are a parallel version of
rockwoodsRockwoods journal letters copied by phineas richards in holliston
massachusetts from material he had evidently received from rockwood
and desired to pass on to his wife at west stockbridge massachusetts
while the yale and LDS manuscripts essentially cover the same time
period each contains textual differences not found in the other in some
instances the text rockwood sent to richards is more explicit than the
one he copied in his own notebook but in two instances long additions
are made in the notebook that do not appear in the richards manuscripts

that the journal material sent by rockwood was received and read
in massachusetts is seen in correspondence from that locality involving
the richards family this correspondence also reveals the context in
which the richards copy was made and substantiates his having
copied it in a letter postmarked st louis missouri on 1 january 1839
franklin D richards the seventeen year old son of phineas richards
reviewed his own experience in western missouri for his parents in
west stockbridge among other things franklin told his parents details
of the massacre at haunshaun s mill where his brother george had been killed
but for further information about events at far west he referred them to
the church in holliston where he said albert rockwood says he kept
a daily journal of the whole transaction and sent it to them 113131

other references to the rockwood journals are found in letters of
phineas richards at holliston to his wife wealthy in west stockbridge
after writing about the hauns mill massacre and quoting rockwood in
a letterofletteronletterletteietterietterofof 7 january 1839 phineas adds 1I can not now write many of the
particulars respecting the war brother rockwood has kept a journal of
all this transaction and as soon as possible I1 shall transcribe the same and
send or fetch it to richmond for your benefit 32 writing to his wife
again on 21 january phineas introduces an extensive summary of news
about the troubles at the west by giving his source

brother rockwood keeps a journal of the proceedings there and when he
gets a sheet filled he sends it out of the reach of their enemies to mail them
and so they come regular through their hardest conflict letters did not
pass and repass in mail evil minded men detained them now he says they
are more regular in going and comeing 3331

the differences between the rockwood manuscript at yale and the
phineas richards manuscripts at the LDS church archives indicate
that rockwood tailored different versions of his journal to different
audiences his method is seen from instructions he gave his father
1I have kept a journal of what has been in this vicinity & sent it to sister
bose vose of boston up to this date and requested her to let you have
the reading of it which you have probably had before this I1 shall now
continue to you the journal & request you to let her have the reading of
it
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THE manuscripts

manuscript 1 located in the LDS church archives contains
entries from 6 october to 19 november 1838 it is written by phineas
richards on unlined white paper folded and sewed to make a twenty
four page booklet 16.5165165 cm x 20 cm the first seven pages and four
lines are written in a dark bluish green ink the remainder is in dark
brown ink

manuscript 2 also housed in the LDS church archives contains
entries from 19 november to 2 december 1838 followed by a copy of
a letter and poem written by parley P pratt from richmond missouri
dated 9 december 1838 it is written by phineas richards on white
lined paper folded and sewed to make a sixteen page booklet 16.5165165 cm
x 20 cm the writing is in brown ink but the pratt letter and poem are in
a lighter shade the last 5 34 pages of the booklet are blank someone
other than the writer has numbered the pages continuing the second
manuscript in sequence after the first

manuscript 3 is located in the albert P rockwood papers
coe collection of western americana beinecke rare book and
manuscript library yale university new haven connecticut this
manuscript in the handwriting of albert P rockwood is written on off
white unlined paper inin dark brown ink folded and sewed to make thirty
six pages measuring 24.5245245 cm x 19.5195195 cm the pages have mostly become
unsewn this manuscript covers the entire period of the other two but
with substantial differences in the text including word changes addi-
tions and omissions where manuscript 2 ends with the parley P pratt
letter and poem following the entry of 2 december 1838 manuscript 3
continues with material dated in january 1839 the yale manuscript is
written on twenty one unnumbered pages the remainder of the notebook
is blank 3431

EDITORIAL METHOD

the featured text in this publication is manuscripts 1 and 2 with
substantive departures from manuscript 3 given in the notes however
two segments of manuscript 3 become the featured text where that
manuscript contains extensive new material these lengthy insertions
are enclosed in braces 1 1 the narrative is transcribed as written and
punctuated in the manuscripts so far as possible within the limits of
modem printing an exception dates of the entries are made uniform
and have been set apart from the rest of the text redundant repetitions
of a few words are not preserved additions to the text for clarification
are enclosed in brackets insertions in the text appear in angle brackets

at the point of insertion
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what follows is an important primary source for mormon history
in missouri it is one of the few contemporary accounts of the last months
of the church in that state in 1838 39 in general it reveals the thoughts
and commitments of a recent convert as well as the observations of a
recently arrived emigrant in northern missouri it is clear that along with
recording what he personally witnessed rockwood reported rumor and
gossip that filtered into far west during the fast paced weeks of october
and november 1838 his love for his people his loyalty to his religion
and his indignation over the contemporary events that caused his people
to suffer remain alive in his letters

albert P rockwood
manuscript 1

6 october 1838 saturday
sister vose35voseyose35

agreeable to my engagement to you I1 now proceed to give you a short
journal of what is passing in this vicinity 36 when I1 was at st louis sept 6 on
my way to this place I1 learned by the public papers that a mob was gathering to
drive the mormonscormons out of davies county and seeing the excitement that
prevailed it seemed not wisdom to be publicly known as a mormonmonnon as I1 had on
all my journey I1 passed up the river without being publicly known and landedland ed
at de witt which is 60 miles from far west while there a man came along
notifying the Missourmissouriansians to go to davis county to drive the mormonscormons out of
adam ondi aman 1I1 saw some of them making preperationspreparations &cac

about this time the sherriff of caldwell county took 40 stands of armes
that were on the road to arm the mob the Missourmissouriansians gathered from all the
upper counties to join the mob to the number of several hundreds they continued
to incampancamp in various places for several miles round adam ondi aman for about
2 weeks taking some prisoners robing and insulting in various ways many of the
brethren and driving many from their homes that were scattered about the
county but those at the city of adam on diaman were not molested only
threatened they were constantly under anannsarmsns and on the watchjwatchwatcha the brethren
went from this plase by hundreds totheirreliefto their relief farwestwasfarwest was in a astatestateassate ofconstant
alarmalann for several days the common was almost constantly covered with armed
men who were determined to maintain their rights even at the extenceexpence of life
ap1pPI11

the armies of isreal37lsreal17Isreal37 are already acknowledged to be keribleterible by the
missourians38 three or four hundred of the Missourmissouriansians malitia were called out
to disperse the mob which was done by the help of the brethren without coming
to an engagement the mob have now retired from davis county with shame and
disgrace great verry great fear rests on the Missourmissouriansians in davis countyjcounty they
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are now selling their property verry low to the brethren in many cases they sell
their real estate with their houses and crops on the ground for less than the crop
is worthjworthwortha davis county is now considered in the possession of the brethren the
real estate of the brethren has risen while that of the missouriansMissour ians has fallen 34
in three months thus the lord is preparing the way for his children

one of the causes of the above was theythem missouriansMissourianslans refusing some of the
brethren the right of suffridgesuffriagesuffriage at an election 399theathethe Missourmissouriansians comencedcommencedcomenced
beating the brethren when they manfully defended themselves and sent an
express to far west and in 12 hours the armies of isreal were at the place of
contention demanding peace which was restored for a few days only when the
mob began to gather

brother joseph smith jr & lyman white0white40whitea were at the head of the
anneyarmey of isreal that went up to the relief of the brethren in davies county this
armey that went up were without authority p 212 by the laws of the land and
are therefore considered as breakers of the peace brother joseph & B white
have been bound over for the sum of 500 each for their appearance at the
higher court but it is thought nothing more will be done with them but that
remains yet to be proved 41

far west is 25 miles from adam on diahmandichman during the campain there
was a station every few miles ofmen and horses between the two cities to convey
the news this city was guarded at evry entrance it was no uncommon thing
to hear the trump of the lord sound to call the armies of isreal to annes you
would have laughedlaughed4242 to have seen the fear that rested on the Missourmissouriansians on
one occasion the malitia that were raised by order of the authority of the state
in clay county had occasion to pass through far west on their journey to
suppress the mob at adam ondi ahman they sent their wise men to ask if
they could be permitted to ride through our streets the answer to them was that
any peaceable citizen could freely pass on the strength of this answer they
mustered up courage enough to pass through their number was 93.93 most
of them looked rather sower I1 suposestupose it was because the law of the state obliges
them to turn out ftfl4ftft4 to suppress a mob against the mormonscormonsMormons during the
campaign an express came from the commander of the malitia that he feared that
most of his men would desert him and join the mob but the mob was dispersed
with out an p 3 engagement so they had not the chance to desert that many
wished for

during the campaign at adam ondi ahman the Missourmissouriansians sent petitions
& depositions to the governourgovemour4343 representing that the mormonscormons were the worst
of people that among other things they were murdering robing &cac

and the honourablehonourable govemourgovemour believed that the mormonscormons were all in the
fault and the Missourmissouriansians rightjrightarightdight nor did he satisfactorily learnleam to the contrary
untill he had actually raised 3000 troops and marched with them to within 60
miles of F west when to his astonishment he learned that the monmormonscormonsnons were
not the agressorsaggressorsagres sors but the defenders on the laws of missouri but the very people
that had been sending there depositiansdepositionsdepositians & petitions were the murderers and
robbers & the all manner of evil people peeplepeople that they had been representing
the mormonscormons to be he then left us to continue about our own buisnessguisnessbuisness and
returned home instead of searching out and bringing to justice the vilinous
mobacrats the govennourgovernourGovennour arrived a few days after they was dispersed I1
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suppose that the time and other expences of this campaign has cost the city of
far west more than 30003000.3000 the brethren in davies county have suffered much
more loss than in caldwell county

among other things the brethren have been represented to be enemies to
our country44country14Country4414 and the laws of missouri but p 4 the test of this is come
bringing shame on our accusers for about this time the governourGovemour issued his
proclimationproclamationProc limation for a large amount of malitia to be raised and held in readiness to
march against the indians at a moments warning caldwell county was called
upon to furnish 63 men the malitia were all warned to meet at far west to beet
for volunteers and a deficiency was to be filled by draft they acordinglyaccordingly
assembled and one beet was made when a bout twice the required sum was
immediately raised by volunteers proving to the state that we are ready to
suppress foreign invasion as well as internal mobs it was with difficulty some
of the mob counties could raise men to answer the proclimationproclamationProclimation

permanent arrangements are now making for constant imployment for
both male & female by the operation of church firms which argareare about being
extensively establishedestablishedj the members lease all their real estate save their
city lots to the firm to which they belong for a term of years from 10 to 99
without any consideration or interest 45 personal estate is put in on nearly the
same conditionjconditionconditions evry member thatthatjoinsjoins is to put in all he has over & above
his needs and wants for his present stewerdshipstewardship in all cases each person is
morally bound to pay his honest debts before leaving the calculation is for the
brethren to dwell in the city & cultivate the p 5 land in the vicinity in fields
many miles in extent or from city to city the brethren own most of caldwell
county most of it is or probably will be leased to the firms

city lots are owned by the bishop of the churchchurch4646 untill sold for private
stewardship all kinds of necessary articles will soon be manufactured by these
firms that we be under no necesitynecessitynecesity of purchasing of our enemies the firms
furnish constant imployimplom for all who join them and pay 1.00100100loo per day for a mans
work

any surpluss that may remain after paying the demands of the firm is to be
divided according to the needs and wants not according to the property
invested to each family annually or oftener if needed the firms have put in
verry large lots of wheet this fall but the season for sowing is nearly over and the
brethren will soon go to building up the cityjcity many houses will be built this
fall the operations of these firms enables a man to get a comfortable house in
a verry few days47whendays47 when he gets about it I11 st by his working for the firm 70 or 80
days then the firm turn out stone cutters teams carpenters maysonsmansons &cac to
complete the house and nearly evry thing save the land is paid for by the-a
mans own labor day for day

arrangements will soon be made that a person can get p 6 every
necessary to eat drink live in or & to wear at the store house of the firms and
the best part of it all is that they want no better pay than labor arangementsarrangements are
making that no person shall have the excuse for not laboring nothing to do nor
shall the idler eat the bread of industry it is a time ofunion & peace in the church
but rob mob & plunder are in the vicinity

crops are verry good it is said there is corn enough in cacaldwellidwelladwell co to
last the inhabitance and the emigration 2 years but preperationspreparations are making for
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10 fold larger crops next year this is truly a delightsome county the air &
warterwaiterwalterwalier is verry good48goov1

I1 will now give you a plan of the city the publick square in the center
contains 10 acres the 4 main streets are each 8 rods wide the others are 6 rods
wide the squares contain 4 acres each and are calculated for 4 buildings 1

49

streets are marked ist 2dad 3dad 4thath north st also east south and west
the city is situated on a high roling praary the timber is on shoal & goos

crick which are from 2 to 4 miles and nearly surrounds the city
this plan is the first square mile of thecityjcity itisit is continued out on the same

plan the house of the lord is to stand in the center of the public squaredsquarsquareej the
comer stone was laid p 7 on the 4thath of july last most of the lots in the first
square mile are sold city lots can be bought 2dad handed but it is thought not
advisable to purchase only of the bishop plenty of lots are yet for sale in the
2dad mile which brings the nighesthighest lots 12 mile to the square those that wish to
purchase lots infarwestfarbestfar west would do well to purchase soon for if the war which
is now blackningblackeningblackning on all sides should abate the lots would sell verry fas00fast 50 lotts
cost 30 to 60 dollars work on the lords house pays for lots this is the pay
the bishop desires of those that cannotcan not pay the moneylmonealmoney 51

14 october 1838 sunday
soon after the mob was dispersed in davis county they began to asembleassemble

at de witt in carrilton co an express came from that place here a week last
Thursdaythursday52thursday125212 night requesting assistance & counciljcouncilCouncicouncilelj friday mom capt brun
son53 started with 42 men all mounted and well armed he was hailed by the mob
that were encamped near de witt but they passed on and arivedarided in safety at
de wittjwittwitta on friday afternoon another company started under brother joseph

the attackattack54attack145414 was made on de witt by taking elder humphreyshumphreys5555 family and
burning his housejhousehousedhousea he lived about 1 12 miles from the landing which is head
quarters several scattering shots were made at the brethren during 3 or 4 of the
first days no damage save making holes in their clothing p 8 one heavy
charge was receivdreceived from the mob when the brethren returned the fire and killed
4 missoriansMiss orians the campaign lasted about a week when a treaty ofofpeacepeace was
made with the mob and the brethren have left the place de witt was not an
appointed stake ofofzionzion but was designed as a port of landing on the missouri
riverjdiverriverniverrivera it contained about 10 or 12 families of the brethren when I1 passed through
on my way to this place

the engagement at davis has probably cost them more in time and damage
than 200w62000 56 it is getinggating verry unsafe for the mormonscormonsMormons to traven travel in
small companies in carrilton ray & seline countisejCounticountisecointiseCountisesejsed A camp that are on their
way to this place have been stopedscoped near grand river by a mob nearly a week
the missourian women partake of the same spirit of the mobacrats their
husbands they have been seen & heard by the sisters of the church to threaten
their lives by brandishing their knives and hatchets &cac

emigration to the stakes of zion is verry greatjgreatgreata almost every day
witnessethwitnesseth from I11 to 30 teams with furniture & families tenimenttenementTeniment room is
verry scirce in this place many families have to live in their tents & waggonswiggonswaggons
the houses are mostly made of logs and generally contain as many famalies as
rooms and in many cases moredmorejmore the houses are mere shanties they cost from
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30 to 80 days work oolofoof 1 man besides from ten to fifty dollars in cashcash57j1757 not
more than 20 or 30 houses have been built since the first of sept the brethren
have been more than 12 of the time in dispersing mobs which are almost
continually about us they have p 9 not yet dared to come on us at far west
but actakachak attack the weaker parts

during the campaign at de witt the brethren called upon the governourGovemour
for protection but instead of turning out with his 3000 troops as he did when he
suposedsupposed the mormonscormons were in fault only a few days before he says to them settle
your own difficulties

the governourGovemour was one of the leading characters in driving the brethren
from jackson co in 1838 1833183358

some of the officers of malitia did harm to themselves in trying to get the
malitia to disperse the mob but they found them mob at heart and they were
ordered home 59

7515 october 1838 monday
the brethren have all returned from de wittawittjwitt the mob is now assembling

again in davies cojcodbojco they have sworn in their wrath that evry mormon
shall leave the county adam ondi ahman & seth are I11 stake of zion and will
not be so easily surrendered seth is 12 miles from this place 60 A meeting was
called this day to make arrangmentsarrangements for the defence of the brethren in davies co
oaurbaur lives honourshondours & fortunes are pledged to defend the constitution of the
USA and our individual rights and our holy religion the strong bands of
union appear to be wreathed around the heart of evry man & woman come life
or come death come what billjwilljwill here we stand or here we die is the will of the
lord p 10 here the hoary headed sire and the stripling youth gird on their
armour and for the field prepare death appears to have lost its terrourterroux among the
armies of isreal

19 october 1838 friday
about 300 of the brethren are gone to davies co to the relief of the

brethrenjbrethren no battle as yet the brethren are gathering into the cities in haste
brother joseph says things here are all right

A ameetingmeeting was called this dayjdaydayddaya the brethren here consecrated beef corn
wood & finally they do freely impart to those that have need finally here is a
time and place that tries mens souls the wicked have no place in zion much
property has been consecrated in the last 2 months 61 the mob have cannon in
davies co which the brethren bavehavebameheepehebieheephebi& are determined to take they have taken
about 40 stands of armes

NB I1 was bitten by a dog 2 weeks ago last thursday and have not walked
much since

21 october 1838 sunday
proclimationproclamationProc limation was made this day that orson hyde 444hadofardoffrd had apostatisedapostatisedj

he left the place last night and left a letter for one of the brethren which let out
the secret 62
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22 october 1838 monday 6361

beloved parent64farparent64parent 64 far west is the head quarters of the mormon war the
armies ofoflsrealisreal that were established by revelation65revelation6lrevelationrevelational65 from god are seen from my
door evry day with their captains of losios 50s & 100 A portion of each day is
set apart for drill after which p 111illlil11 they go to their several stations VIZ
2 companies of losios are to provide the famalies with meal 2 provide woodjwoodwooddwooda
2 or 3 build cabbinsjcabbinscabbinsJ I11 company of losios collect & prepare armesannes I11 company
provide meat 1 company are spies one company are for express I11 for
guard 2 companies are to gather in the famalies that are scattered over the
counties in the vicinityvicinityj 1 company is to see to & provide for the sick and the
famalies of those that are off on duty others are employed in gathering
provisions into the city &cac &cac

those companies are called danites66 because the prophet daniel has said
they shall take the kingdom and possess it for ever67ever6leveral

23 october 1838 tuesday
last night about 7 oclock the cavelry that went from this place to adam

ondi ahman came in under the tune of yanke doudle their number was about
130.130 these are the horsmenhorsemen of isreall president rigdon68rigdonlRigdon68 gave them a short
address suited to the occationcationoccasionoc when all the people said amen

the mob have been dispersed by the brethren nor have they had any
assistance from the malitia neither do we desire any at least not without it is
better than what we have had

the missouriansMissour ians have nearly all left davies codco fear rests down upon
them and they flee when no man pursuethfursuethpursueth p 12

news came in this morning that the bretheren had taken the cannon they
found it buried in the groundground69j6969 the brethren are fast returning from the
northern campaign with hearts overflowing with joy not a drop of blood has
been spilt nor a gun fired as I1 have heard of the mob dispersed by I1 oods on the
approach of the danitescanitesDanites 70

the word of the lord was received several months since for the saints to
gather into the cities but they have been slow to obey untill the judgments were
upon them7lthem71themel and now they are gathering by flight and haste leaving all and are
glad to get off at thatdthat the city of far west is literally crowded and the brethren
are gathering from all quarters this day while jessee72Jessee72 & elisabethelisabeth737371 were in
school the trustees came to them and requested them to give up the house for
families it was no sooner done than 6 famalies drove up with their goods and
took possession here is no place for idlers evry man is at work women take
turns in cooking for the soldiers when a soldiers duty is done for the day on
parade he retires to the cornfieldcorn fieldfield7414 orwhereverhisdutyor wherever his duty may be the main cloud75cloud7lcloudel
is not quite so black now as it was sunday & monday

24 october 1838 wednesday
last night the mail came and brought papers but not a single letter to any

person it is supposed they were stopedscoped by some evil minded person or persons
it is nothing unexpected to us that it is stopedscoped hereafter letters from you to us
may be verry irregular p 13 but from us to you they may be more regular as
we can send them out of the city before we mail them I1 wish you all to be verry
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particular in acknowledgeingacknowledgeing letters that are sent that we may know what you
have receivdreceivedreceivd

provisions are low here corn is 20 ctsacts per bushel beans 1.00100100loo wheat 87

12 ctsacts blank 31.3131 apples 75.7575 butter 12 12 per iblb honey 7.7 beef 2 to 4 ctsacts

wood 2002.00200 per cord pork 3 to 4 ctsacts per iblb soap is the hardest necessary to be
got bar soap is worth 18 3.43434 per iblb soft soap is from 7 to 10 ctsacts per iblb which is
about loolao1001.00 per gallon salt is 12 12 ctsacts per qt saluratussaleratussaluratus 25 per iblb milk nothing
but is gatinggeting rather skirbeskirse 76 pumpkins are verry plenty by going a few miles
good squashes are plenty of the I11 st quality verry little of domestic fruit is raised
within 20 miles

medical herbs are reather scirce bring on lobelia babary rasbury sliperyslivery
elm composition bitters & hot drops Peneropeneroyal77peneroyafyapyaF7isaisis plenty bring a good stock
of rasbury

clothing is twice as high hear as at the east 7871 shoes also 3 months since
1 per cent would insure goods from st louis to this place but now thought is
thought worth 25 per cent indeed perilous times have verily come and it is at
the risk of our lives that we go to the landing for our goods

the word of the lord is now for the saints to gather to zion in haste 79 it
has been not to flee in haste or by flight but to have all things prepared before
them and now we all say to you and all of the chirch to make speed and haste
to zion see doctrin & covenant page 128 section 1580 p 14

25 october 1838 thursday
last night about 12 oclock the drummsdromms beat to armes it was caused

by the arival of the news that the mob had taken 2 of our spiespiesspiesespies81spiesjsj 81 70
horsmenhorsemen started for the encampment of the mob about 8 miles arnved at 3

oclock within 2 miles left their horses went on foot they were fired upon by
the mobmob828212 one man was wounded the first fire about 70 of the mob fired the
second time from behind the river bank 4 of the brethren were wounded at
this shot among was david patting83patting83 1 of 12 a rush was now made by the
brethren on the mob a short but teribietenible conflict ensued in 2 minutes the mob
were making their way up the opositoposits bank several of the mob were left dead
between the banks we took 1 prisnorprisnor84prisner14 the rest escaped to the woods leaving
about 70 horses with sadelseadels & bridles some armes blankets tents waggonswiggons &cac
which were taken as the spoil of our enemyesenemysenemyes several of the brethren ofef the
were slightly wounded and 5 dangerously 3 of which if saved must be by a
miracle 85

last night the mob burnt a number of houses in a bout 4 miles of here 8616

the spies were found in the camp of the mob as prisonersprisnersprisners and set at liberty one
slightly wounded in the shoulder 87 the other was elder greens son 88

27 october 1838 saturday
this is a solemn day to us 2 of the wounded brethren buried david patten

& a young man of 188918.891811918.1191889 brother gideon carter90carter9oCartercarterio90 has been missing since the
battle untill last night when he was found near the battle ground shot through
the head the mob have sloped a no of famalies 27 miles from here among them
is brother joseph youngs91youngs9lYoungsyoungsil91 and many others in fact it is a common thing by
mob p 15
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28 october 1838 sunday
I1 will now give a scriptiondiscriptiondescriptiondi of the battle on the 25.25 the number of the

brethren engaged in the battle was 55 92j92.9292 one division of 15 was not in the
engagement the mob no was about 80 a methodist minister93Minister93 and about 10
men fled 94 whichieftwhiwhichchIeftleft about 70 in the engagement the mob had advantage by
the lay of the land and rivers bank the brethren were wounded as follows
VIZ 3 in the bowels 1 in the neck 1 in the shoulder I11 through the hips

1 through both thighs I11 in the arm all by musket shot
beforbedfor the brethren jumped down the bank I11 br had his arm broke by a

cut of sword down the bank brother gideon carter was shot in the head and
died on the spot 9591 the best information obtaindobtains is between 20 and 30 of the
mob died on the ground 96

A more severe battle perhaps never was fought when we consider the
smallness of the number and the shortness of the time which was about 111212
minutes

now father come to zion and fight for the religion of jesus many a
hoary head is97 engaged here the prophet goes out to the battle as in days of old
he has the sword that nephi took from laban 9891 is not this marvellousmarcellousmarvellous well
when you come to zion you will see & learnleam many marvellousmarcellousmarvellous things which
will strengthen your faith and which is for the edification of all the saints the
prophet has unsheathed his sword and in the name of jesus declares that it shall
not be sheathed again untill he can go unto any county or state in safety and in
peace

29 october 1838 monday
the war cloud is blackningblackeningblackning around us p 16

30 october 1838 tuesday
this PM 3 oclock an express came in stating that an army99army more than

a mile in length was approaching which soon made its appearance they
marched over goos river & formed a line of battle within I11 mile of us the
armies of isreal were soon in battle array to receive them seeing we were
ready to give them battle they withdrew & incamped in the woods near by for
the night a flag of truce came in saying they pitied our deplorable condition
and requested 2 famalies to be delivered to them &cac that was all the favor
they asked of us immediate distdistinctionruction is threatened us the farnfamaliesmailesaliesailes that
were asked for chose rather to share the fate of the saints in the city about 40
fires can be seen in our enemies camp the family100family00family100loo00 went up to see them this
evening

31 october 1838 wednesday
A strong gard was posted around the city last night & a fortification built

on the south side the men were nearly all employed in guarding & fortyfyingfortifying
the city little orornono sleepinsleepingsleep in citycitylastnightlastnight women were employed in looking
& picking the most valuable articles supposing a teribie battle would take place
in the morning and perhaps evry house fired about 8 0 clock our enemy sailedsalted
forth in line of battle but seeing our fortifications and probably knowing that we
had been reinforced by about 100 men during the night again retreated we have
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at this time about 500 men and our enemies about 1700 during the day our
enemies receivdreceived a reinforcement of about 1500 men our spies come in evry few
hours and bring news of the deprivationsdepridations of the mob in evry p 17117 quarterforquarter for
many miles round about 4 oclock this PM our enemies again sailedsalted forth
fe44forfertforfert for battle they came within gun shot then withdrew then sallied forth again
the work of death appeardappears to be before us an armeyanney of 2200 horse & more than
a 1000 foot was now brought before our city which had less than 6600goo00 men to
defend it we knew their determination was to exterminate us & all made up our
minds to defend our city untill the last man should fall to the ground our
determination was known to our enemies as there were some that turned
traitors 101 our enemies feard the distructiondistractiondistruction that was nigh at hand & sent a
flag of truce to this effect that they would delay02thedelay102delay102 the city for the night if we
would surrender joseph smith jr sidney rigdon PP pratt 103101 & george W
robinson104robinson04asRobinson104 as hostages untill to morrow morning at 8 0 clock when they are
all to be returned 105101 you may now imagine to yourself the solemnity that now
rests upon us we have the promis that but little blood will be shed at this time
but god only knows how we are to be delivered this promis was made last
tuesday the govemourGovemour has long since refused us any aid but he has now come
out openly against us and given leave for all to go against the mormonscormons that wish
the mob take great liberty from this 106

I71 november 1838 thursday
last night a treaty in part was made we have all given up our armesannes &

surrendered ourselves as prisonjorsprisonorsprisonousprisonlorsjorskorsors our enemies now guard our city that no
man pass in or out 400 men remained for this purpose p 18118

2 november 1838 friday
several of the leading members of this church have been taken to jackson

co gaol bailluailllalljaillali 107

news came in that a mob had fallen on the brethren at hauns mill about
18 miles from here they killed 15 on the ground 3 more have died of their
wounds & several more are severely wounded there was about 30 of the brethren
at this placeplaced those of the brethren that were not killed or wounded have made
their escape as they could being hunted by the Missourmissouriansians like wild beasts
among the killed was brother phinehas richards son108son01 that was about 15 years
of age br joseph young was at the place with his family he made his escape
amidst a shower of bullets and aridedarived in this city the day the massacreemassacredMas sacree took
place tuesday PMpm109109log none of the mob were killkilleded as we can leamlearn the mob
consisted of about 3001300.1300300. the br were taken on surprise

3 november 1838 saturday
it is truly a solem time in caldwell & davis countyscountesCoun tys more than 50 of the

brethren have been prisonersprisnersprisners in ourenemiesour enemies campjcamajcamp where they are now we know
not save a few of them one man was bruised and brought into the city and has
since died of the wound 2 have been killed & the last we knew of them they
were un buried nor would the mob suffer them to be buried a few have been
set at liberty but the most of them are yet among the missing thefheibe lerlefrerdlordwerdd eohlyonlyehlyfflj
pigpp19191igl
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4 november 1838 sunday
gen clarkdark11010 has this day arrived with 1600 men as malitia 600 more are

within eight miles
more than 6000 men have been in far west in one week on orders from

the govennourgovernourgovennour to exterminate the mormonsmonnonsmormansMonMormonsnons the brethren are hunted as wild
game and shot down severeal have been shot in site of the city wominbomin are
ravishedlavishedravished and bewbehhew houses nrifled one woman has been killed within less than
2 miles of this city we are here as captives strictly guarded by the malitia no
person is allowed to go out of the city

5 november 1838 monday
the captives sons of zion were paraded this day and the names of 51

that were present were called and they ordered to the front as prisonersprisnersprisners to
receive their trial for some thing they know not what they are kept under
close guard this night not permitedpermitpermuteded to go to their houses without a gard of
3 soldiers the governor and all our enemies are determined that we shall
not gather togather but shall be scattered or exterminated at least from the
state

6 november 1838 tuesday
the brethren that were ordered out yesterday take up their march for

richmond verry few know what they are acusedabused of we are completely in the
hands of our enemies they are our judges jurors & executionersExecutioners god only can
deliver and we that are firm have only to wait and see the salvation ofgod these
troubles make a sifting in the churchjchurchchurchy many have denied the faith but they are
those that were week before p 20 in most cases some however have denied11denied11

that have long been in good standing among those is thomas B marsh112marsh11212 he is
one of the 12 and jared cartercarter3cartera133 is on the main

the brethren at adam ondi ahman are in like condition with us the
malitia guard them to keep off the mob they have agreed to guard them 10
daydayss in which time they all calculate to leave the co they are scattering verry
fast mostly to caldwell co davis co contains about 300 famalies of the
brethren

10 november 1838 saturday
the armey that approached our city on the 30 were all mob under colourbolour

ofmalitia voluntarily collected from the upper counties and placed themselves
under malitia officers this armyanny murdered plundered & distroyeddestroyeddis troyed

A few of this armyanny was raisralsraiseded by draft and officered like respectable men
and it was proprobablyprobablybabIybably through theirmoonfltheirffleeais influanceinfluence that evry body & evry thing
pertaining to the monmormonscormonsnons were not distroyeddistroyedjdestroyeddis troyed the other malitia that have
visited us have a more respectable appearenceappearanceappearence general clarkdarkoark came last sunday
with about 3000 men but has now reretiredadredldred

10500 men have been called into the field by the governourgovemour with orders
to exterminate the mormonsmonnonsmormansMorMonmonsnons but the officers knew the order to exterminate
was unlawful therefore they have taken the responsibility to make treaties

the governourGovemour has also ordered 19500 men to stand ready at a momentmoment11411414

against a little hand ful of mormonscormonsMormons p 21
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br joseph and the rest of the prisonersprisnersprisners that were taken to jackson co were
treated with great politeness & hospitality 115 115.115 instead of being killed & buried
on the temple lot as their enemies said they should they preached on the
temple lot which is the fulfilmentfulfillment of a prophesy spoken several months since

11 november 1838 sunday
the brethren have returned from jackson co by order of gen clarkdarkmark as it

was not lawful to take them to that co for trial they are now at richmond 40 miles
from far west about 60 of the brethren are at richmond waiting their trial we
are not able to leamlearn what they are accused of some of them are in irons 116ilg16

some thing like 30 of the brethren have been killed and about 100 are
missing but we are in hopes that they are not killedjkilledkillekliledJ we had a heavey fall ofsnow
on the 17 & 18 ofofoctroctrocar also on the 7 & 8 ofofnovrnovrnoar also several small fluriesefluriese since
it has been verry cold for a month past the ground is and has been frosenarosen several
inches for a number of weeks it has been colder for a month past than the winter
months will average at the east my family are well I1 have not done a days work
for 44 days we have enough for comfort we must learnleam to bear affliction for
it is of the lord as a people eef our afflictions are greatjgreatgreata those that remain firmfinn
have no desire to ratum to babylon 117

19 november 1838 monday
brother joseph smith is inditedincited for high treason and 7 others with him

p 22 among the number is P P prattjprattpratta they are confined in chains the court
has been in session one week and as yet have found nothing to condemcondee the
prophet christ told his deciplesdecillesdeciples they should be brought before rulers for his
name sake and if the prophet should be condemned to die it would be no more
than was done to christ & his apostles

manuscript 2

19 november 1838 monday
brother nurse 118 & church in holliston

I1 last saturday closed a sheet containing a journal of what is passing in this
vicinity & directeteddirecteted it to father havenhaven119119ilg19 if there has ben no interuption in the
mail that has reached you before this will this is a continuation of the journal &
I1 wish you to shew or read it to the brethren

I1 direct my journal to different individuals hoping that each will make it
their buisnessguisnessbuisness to let others of the brethren know what is going on

yesterday was a pleasant day yet it did not thaw enough to cause the icicles
to drop from the south eaves of our house our crops are mostly in the field
potatoes not dug are frose solid verry little work has been done here for 8 weeks
we have all been mostly employed in keeping the mobs from burning our houses

As our religion is different from all others we recieverelieve different treatment
from the world and this very thing confirms us in the faith once delivered to the
saints and now delivered to us notwithstanding our great trials & tribulations
god is working all things to his honour & glory therefore be not shaken at what
I1 wrote in my last but do even as we lift up your heads & rejoice knowing these
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things will precede the coming of our saviour p 24 brethren pray for us for
we have to wrestle not only against page tomadtorniadnomad but against principalities &
powers against the rulers offoftheodthethe darkness of this world against gross wicked-
ness in high places 120

we are captives we have sold ourselves for nought yet we pray to be
redeemed without money isaiah 52 3 we hasten that we may be loosed and
that we should not die in the pit and that our bread should not fail isaiah
51 1414121121 the brrethren have nearly all left daviescoDaviesCo our enemies have
ordered us to leave caldwell co immediately but we are slow to obey and look
unto god for deliverance

we came by order of the lord & shalshallshaishailshallgoshalloogo from here at his commandjcommancommandcommandedj it
is our gathering that excites the indignation ofour enemiesenemies& & they are determined
to prevent it but it is of the lord and who dancan hinder yet we may be scattered
and driven but god is able to redeem us eienedeneven from babylon micah 4 10

we are captives in a defenceless condition suffering the insult of our
enemies daily by their comeing among us & taking what or who they please &
that too without any precept or authorityjauthority our only defence is the helmet of
salvation & the sword of the spirit for which we are imbasinders ambassadors
in bonds

brethren we are not in darkness that these tribulations should overtake us
as a thief in the night but we are the children of light & of the day therefore let
us not sleep as do others but let us wacthwaith watch and pray p 25125122122

25 november 1838 sunday
we are here nearly secluded from what is passing in the world around us

our mail comes to us now and we should be verry glad to have you send some
of your eastern papers after you have read them I1 have seen a boston paper in
which was a slip like this the citizens of davis co called on the citizens of
ray for arms to defend themselves against the mormonscormonsMormons it was answered by
their turning out 40 guns while these were on the way the mormonsmonnonsmormans took them
and brought them to far westwest123123 but the fact was the mob in ray co went to
the US armoryannoryannary andtookthe40gunsand took the 40 guns whiclitheywhich they easily had access to as they were
left so they could be stolen probably by design and while in the act ofconveying
them to the mob in davis co the sherriff of caldwell co took them and brought
them to far west & after a court of enquiry returned them to the annouryarmouryarmoure from
whence they were taken 1244124

1I have seen & heard of other slips but I1 have seldom seen or heard of one
but what was so colloured so as to give a wrong impression our houses are rifled
& our sheep & hogs & horses and are drove off before our eyes by the
Missourmissouriansians who come in in small companies well armed here is no law for poor
mormonscormonsMormons

at hauns mill the battle that I1 spoke of in my last is a massacre instead of
a battle as the bretheren were inift p 26 mostly in an unarmed condition pages
of history do not record such scenes of cruelty among civilized people save
among piratsdirats their cruelty has been renewed by driving the defenceless women
& children from their homes on the vast wild prairie where they wandered
through the snow for 2 days many of the children were bear foot nor had they
any food during this time more than 100 famalies have been sloped near the
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missourie river by the mob they are determined to stop the gathering my pen
fails to describe the percicutions and afflictions that the unbelieving missouriansMissour ians
are permitted to inflict upon us

the half can not be told the blood of innocence cries from the ground
perhaps I1 have written more than some of you can bear so let me turn from the
scene and ask the little churchchurch125125121 in whose tribulations I1 have shared while with
you and is still twined around my heart are you prepared for such scenes as we
have to pass

are you willing to leave your splendedsplendid houses and take the log hut or the
less convenient tent are you willing to leave the present luxuries & take our
coarse but healthy fare of corn bread & beef will you divide the last loaf with
a brother that is needy can you be willing to be driven from Councountytyl to co
with not where to lay your head are you ready literally to spend & be spent in
the cause of christ are you ready to lay down your p 27 lives as many ofoftheodthethe
brethren have done within these last few weeks

finally are you ready to be made perfect through suffering even as
christ if you are ready for all this you are fit subjects of zion you need not
think to come here & be waftedwafred into the celestial kingdom on flowery beds of
ease but remember that after much tribulation cometh the blessinblessinggJ you know
but little about the refiners fire in zion therefore prepare for the worst & hope
for the best our troubles are blowing the chaff of the church to the four
winds and our prayer is she may be made clean evry whit news came in this
morning126morning126 that 22 of the prisoners at richmond were set at liberty no cause of
action to require a defence by them the brethren that are & have been confined
have been charged with evry crime from high treason down to petty larceny

A few of the brethren & sisters met to day for prayers A part of a
revelation was read which was given a year a go last july and sent to the elders
in england concerning the judgments which were to be poured out upon the
nations like a whirlwind commencing at the house of the lord after that upon
those who profess to know his name but know it not127not121

the pestilence was in our midst last summer & now the sword and if the
men should be employed for months to come as they have been for 2 months past
famine will stare us in the face 128121 dear sister I1 must write a few lines to you
in this for in imagination I1 am often with you iinn conversation & the rest of the
little band of persecuted saints in holistoncolistonHoliston we are seperatedseparatedsepe rated far apart but I1 feel
it will be but for a short time before I1 shall greet my friends in zion you will
leamlearn from this & other letters which we have sent to mass of the trials &
afflictions which we have passed thro in this place they are grevious dear sister
to the flesh but in our spirits we do rejoice amidst tribulation knowing
assuredly that if we are faithful it will be for our salvation the scenes which
we have passed thro of late is a bright evidence that the work in which we have
enlisted is of the lord for these things must all be before the comeing of christ
pestilence sword blood famine & fire commenced at the lords house
among the saints & will shortly be upon those who profess to know & love him
& love him & know him not yes like a whirlwind from heaven then gather
to zion do not be slow to hear his voice the saints will soon have to come
at the peril of their lives we all feel anxious for the church at holistoncolistonHoliston that
they should dispose of their property & assist each other to zion without delay
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as soon as the roads are passable in the spring yesterday was appointed by
father smith as a day of fasting & prayer I1 attended meeting it was a verry
interesting & solemn day to us we felt it was a day to humble ourselves in the
dust before god our prophet & presidency are taken from us many of our
brethren are taken from their wives & children & are in bondage while many
wives & children mourn over the departure of husbands & fathers that have
sealed their testimony for jesus with their blood in meeting I11 lady sung in
tongues & another arose & interpreted the patriarch whishedwhisher us to be
humble and united at a throne of gracejgracegraced he also remarked that the sword was
unsheathed & could not be sheathed again until sin was swept from the face of
the earth & christ come to reign with his saints our prophet & brethren are now
brought before the govenor & rulers of this state & no doubt they will soon be
brought before kings & nobles for their testimony of jesus many of the
brethren could not endure the trials which we have had to pass thro they have
turned aside & will probably walk no more with us in zion the stakes of zion
is the shore for the net which is cast forth into the world & gather of every kind
& these trials will purge the church & cast much of the bad away but not all for
christ says that the tares shall grow with the wheat until the harvest be
faithful to warn sinners while you remain in new england for the time is short
for them to hear the gospel sound the warning voice has gone forth and after
the testimony of my servants saith the lord cometh the testimony of thunder
ings lightnings earthquakes wars bloodshed & famine the testimony of
judgementsJudgements have now commenced129commenced129 & like a whirlpool will sweep our inhabi-
tants off the U states the patriarch observed last fast day that the time would
soon come when a man should be considered of more value than a talent of gold
for god would assuredly make the earth empty & waste by judgementsJudgements & but
very few would be left we often speak of the anxiety that we have that the
saints in holistoncolistonHoliston should make all possiablepossiable exertion to come to missouria &
assist those who cannot assist themselves do not delay to make speed we all
sometimes want to pluck you out of babylon do not let the scourgesscourgerScourges of zion
weaken your faithjfaithfalthfaitha these things will all work out for the purifying of the church
from dross & the ultimate glory of god do not wait to thialthinkthifl think to wait till
zion is built up before you come but come & help build it for verily thus saith
the lord it is my will it should be built up by the gathering of my saints if we
hope to reign with christ on earth with abraham isac & jacob jeremiah daniel
& others who have come up out of much tribulation we must also be willing to
come up thro tribulation that our garments may be washed in the blood of the
lamblamb1301 130

A P rockwood p 28

2 december 1838 sunday 131

to the church I1 albert P again resume my pen to continue this journal
last tuesdaytuesday132132 6 of the brethren were set at liberty & on wednesday 6 more no
cause of action being found the brethren that were chained found favor and had
their irons taken off last sunday & were penpermittednittedbitted to board at the tavern instead
of having the gaol fare

the other brethren are feebly guarded & frequently they have no guard
at all these other br have not been in the gaol for want of room but have been
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kept in the court house under a strong guardguard133133 we conclude they have not
found them as guilty as they were in hopes for and would be glad to have them
run away to get clear of them but the brethren know their innocence and will
not leave untill they are discharged

all the mormonscormons in caldwell & davies co have been taken captive unless
we would deny the faith those that deny the faith have gone clear

more than 100 of the br have been taken into close custerdaycusterdayjcusterday all but
24 have been discharged without making a defence these 24 have been called
upon to defend themselves against the charges aledgedpledged but none of them saw fit
to make any defence at all they were thereforethefeforetherefore recommitted or bound over for
their appearance at the higher court there they will defend themselves if
necessary

the br supposed it would be of little use to make a defence at this court
& knew it would jeapardizejeapardjeopardizeize the lives 0ofthe witnesses 134114 p 29

most of the brethren that were let to bail have obtained it and returned to
their families joseph smith jn hiram smith sidney rigdon PP pratt lyman
wight and a few others were not let to bail and are now in gaol to wait their trial
at the higher court in march next 135131

I1 observed in my last that something like an 100 of the br were among the
missing probably some of them are killed but it is hoped that most of them are
in the field lifting up their voisesboises in the congregations of the wicked 136 we know
not wherewhere137137117 they are among the gentiles or lamanitesLamanites but verry few of them
have been heard of 13838

PARLEY P PRATTS letter139LETTER139

richmond ray county decrdeer 9
dear sister

you will doubtless have read much of the troubles long ere this reaches
you respecting the things where of you wrote unto me be assured that such
things are not named among us gerejherejheredhere brother joseph is in full fellowship & the
church has more confidence in him if possible than ever before our troubles
are sufficient to unite us firmer in the bonds of union the whole state of
missouri has risen up to destroy us from the face of the earth or drive p 30 us
from the state by orders from the gov from 30 to an 100 saints have been slain
& about a dozen of us are now in chains VIZ joseph smith hyrum smith lyman
white wight S rigdon myself and others we have all been sentenced to be shot
without judge or jewry iuryjury & the day set but god did not suffer it we have
been confined about 6 weeks they design to hang or imprison us if they can but
what will be our fate god only knows the apostates have sworn to murder &
treason & almost evry thing against us which never entered our hearts to say or
do but we are in the hands of god

much property has been plundered provision distroyeddestroyeddistroyed chastity of
women violated houses burned woman & children fired upon & some slain
about 14 thousand men have been in motion against us the dissenters are the
worst to plunder & rob murder & swear falsely I1 give a list of some noted
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apostates VIZ oliver cowdery 140 david whitmer 141 john conillcorrillcon illiiilii 142 george
M hynklehankle 143141 W A cowdary144cowdary44& & famalyfagaly doctdoat avardavard145145141 and a vast many
others have gone to rise no more iniquity abound & the love of many wax cold

but he that indureth to the end the same shall be saved for my part I1 feel more
finnfirm than ever in the faith of jesus I1 fear not what man can do I1 only fear him who
is able to deal with soul & body if I1 live I1 am p 3311 determined to live unto
christ and to die is to leave a world of sorrow & go to rest in the paradice of god
with a shure and a certain hope of standing in the flesh upon the earth with my
redeemer in the latter day my dear sister if such news as this will streangthen
you you will be strong but all the prosperity which earth can afford will never
sanctify a church of saints neither would any thing but suffering prepare them
for fit companions for those who wandered in sheepskinssheep skins & goat skins being
destitute afflicted tormented or of those who had trials of cruel mocking
scourgesscourgerscourges stripes & imprisonments or of those who were beheaded for the
witness of jesus or who were slain for the witness & testimony of jesus who
loved not their lives unto death ifjudgment has begun at the house of god what
will the world do for peace in is now taken from the earth and the saints hardly
escape how long before the lord will avenge the blood of his saints on them
that dwell on the earth I1 know not but he said to the souls under the alter that
they should rest for a little season till their fellow servants who were to be slain
as they were should be fulfillfulfildfulfild if this is all that vengence is waiting for it need
wait no longer for the p 32 blood of latter day saints is now mingled with the
blood of former day saints in cries to heaven for vengence upon an ungodly
world As it respects the glories of the kingdom ofgod in things whereof you
write unto me it is not wisdom for me to write it at present suffice to say that
all things which are written by the prophets mustbemastbemust be fulfilledjfulfilled they thathavethathave ears
to hear let them hear

P P pratt

1

As down a lone dungeon with darkness orespreadprespreadorespread
in silence and sorrow I1 made my lone bead bed
far far from the scenes of confusion retired
while hope from this bosom had almost expired

2

from all that is lovely constrained for to part
from the friends of my bosom so dear to my heart
while jesusjesus146146 exulting and friends far away
in half broken slumbers all pensive I1 lay p 33

A light as from heaven on suden appeared
and a voice as of angels stole soft on my ear
A theme full of glory inspired their tongue
ofofzionszions redemption most sweetly they sung p 34134
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manuscript 3

quincy illinois 18391839147147

dear beloved father

while babylonsBabylons bells are tolling & people flocking to hear what they think
is the gospel I1 will inform you of our situation we left far west jany I1 othloth in
company with another family & arrived at the missippaMis sippa river after a journey of
12 days the distance of 200 miles we had snow & rain every day but 2jaj22. we
had heavy loads were obliged to walk from 2 to 8 miles a day thro mud & water
camped out on the wet ground 3 nights before we arrived at the river A few days
before we got to the river it grew coldjcoldcoidcolda the river froze over & we were obliged
to camp close to the river 3 days & nights before we could cross in the boat 6
waggonswiggons were with us at the time the saints are leaving far west dailyjdailydallydaliydailye A
carrage left here this morning for the prophets family most of the church cross
the river & come to this place the people here recieverelieve us quite friendly & think
us an abused people 148141 we have meetings among the brethren but last night we
heard that the prophets advise for the brethren to scatter hold no meetings in this
place & be wise servants that the wrath of the enemy be not kindled against us
we are a poor afflicted & persecuted people driven to & fro & when you come
you will have to share with us in our afflictions I1 advise you tofetchtoretchto fetch considerable
tin ware such as the tin plates & dishes the saints have yet no continual
abiding place but like the saints of old must wander about seeking shelter where
we can find it

30 january 1839 wednesday
we are commanded to bridle our tongues & be wise in these last days

especially in this reigondreigon of excitement it is thought by some we shall not
gather again in large bodies at present still we do not knowjknowknowd our leader is gone
we have none to tell us what to do by direct revelation we want our prophet &
we feel we shall have him before long but our enemies triumph over us believing
we have lost our prophet unto death peraphs perhaps it would be interesting
to you & the church at holistoncolistonHoliston to read a copy of the speech of genrl clarkdarkoark to
the brethren in far west after they were taken prisoners 149 he called them upon
the public square surrounded them by a company of his armed men & holding
in his hands a paper which contained the names of those whom he intended to
prison he proudly delivered the following message gentlemen you whose
names are not attached to this list of names you now have the privilegepriviligeprivilige of going
to your fields to obtain corn & wood for your families those that are taken will
be taken from hence to prison be tried & receive the due demerits of their crimes
but you are now at liberty all such as charges will hereafter be preferedprefereeprefered against

it now devolves on you to fulfill the treaty that you have entered into the
leading items of which I1 will now lay before you first of these you have already
complied with which is this that you deliver up your leading men to be tried
according to law the second is you deliver up your arms this has been complied
withjwithwitha third is you sign over your property to defray the cost of the wardwarjbarjwar this
you have also donedone5010 another thing remains to be complied with that is you
leave the state forthwith and whatever your feelings concerning this aresareaare
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whatever your innocence it is nothing to me genrl lucas who is in eaqualraqual rank
with myself has made this treaty with you & I1 am determined to see it executed
the order of the govonor to me was that you should be exterminated & not
allowed to stay in the state had not your leaders been given up & the treaty
complied with before this you & your families would have been destroyed &
your houses in ashes there is a discriminatingdescriminating power resting in my hands which
I1 shall try to exercise in seasonsseasonjseason I1 do not say you shall go now but you need not
think of staying another season or putting in another crop for the moment you
do this the citizens will be upon you I1 am determined to see the govonorsGovon ors orders
fulfilled I1 shall come upon you immediatlyimmediatelyimmedi atly do not think I1 shall act as I1 have done
any more but if I1 have to come again because the treaty which you have made
is not fulfilled you need not expect any mercy but extermination for I1 am
determined the govonorsGovonors message shall be executed As for your leaders do
not for a moment think do not imagine let it not enter your minds that you will
ever see their faces again their doom is fixed their dye is cast their fate is
certain I1 am sorry gentlemen so many apparently inteligentintelligentintel igent men are in a
situation in which you are placed oh that I1 could invoke the spirit of the
unknown god to enlighten your minds & deliver you from those bonds of
superstition & liberate you from the chains of fanaticism with which you are
bound that you may no longer worship a man you have always been the
agressorsaggressorsagres sors & brought upon yourselves these troubles by disaffection & not being
subject to rule I1 advise you to scatter and become as other citizens lest by
recurrences of difficulties you bring upon yourselves inevitable ruin 1
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patricia A zahniserZahmgermser violence inin missouri 1831 1839 the case of the mormon persecution masters thesis
florida atlantic university 1973

the best study of this period isis max H parkin A history of the latter day saints inin clay county
missouri from 1833 to 1837 phdph D diss brigham young university 1976 the best studies of zions camp
are peter crawley and richard L anderson the political and social realities of zions camp brigham young
university studies 14 summer 19744061974 496406 20 and wilburn D talbot zions camp masters thesis brigham
young university 1973

the details are given inin stephen C lesueurLeguelesueur the 1838 mormon war inin missouri columbia university
of missouri press 1987 23 27 A more detailed study with important differences inin interpretation isis leland
H gentry A history of the latter day saints inin northern missouri from 1836 to 1839 phdph D diss brigham
young university 1965 jedediah grants contemporary description of far west isis inin journal history
12 november 1838

A useful overviewoverview isis provided inin robert J matthews adam ondiondl ahman BYU studies 13 autumn
1972 27 35 lyman wight was an LDS leader inin this area

basic information on dewitt isis provided inin lesueur mormon war 30 31 54 58 101 11

see the discussion inin gentry history of the latter day saints inm northern missouriMismlssoun 68 114 seegee

also john E thompson the far west dissenters and the gamblers at vicksburg an examination of the
documentary evidence and historicalHistoncal context of sidney rigdonsRigdons salt sermon restoration 5 january 1986
21 27 an important contemporary source isis the far west record MS LDS church archives it has
been published as farpar west record ed donald Q cannon and lyndon W cook salt lake city deseret book
coco19831983

the13the talk was printed and widely distributed A convenient reprinting isis inm peter crawley two rare
missouri documents BBYUYU studies 14 summer 1974 517 27

seethesee the excellent discussion inin reed C durham jr the election day battle at gallatinGallatm BYU studies
13 autumn 1972 3366 6611

details are inin lesueurLeguelesueur mormon war 137 42
see alma blair the haunshaims mill massacre BYU studies 13 autumn 1972 62 67 and lesueur

mormon war 162 68
see andre paul duchateau missounmissourimissour colossus alexander W doniphan 1808 1887 phdph D diss

oklahoma state university 1973 and gregory maynard alexander william doniphan man of justice
BYU studies 13 summer 1973 462 72

see the brief summary inin leonard J arrington church leaders inin liberty jail BYU studies 13

autumn 1982 20 26 and dean C jessee walls grates and ScScreekreekingmg iron doors the prison experience
of mormonofmonnonMonnon leaders inin missouriMismlssoun 1838 39 inin davis bitton and maureen ursenbach beecher edsneweds new views of
mormon history A collection of essaysofessays in honor ofleonardof leonarileonard J arrington salt lake city university of utah
press 1987 17 42

sampson avard provided detailed testimony against joseph smith during the court of inquiry inin
november 1838 his lengthy testimony alleging secret oaths and illegal activities can be found inin documents
containing the correspondence orders etc inin relation to the disturbances with the mormonscormonsMormons and evidence
given before the hon austinaustinaA king fayette mo officeofficeofof the boons lick democrat 1841 97 108 ofoftheodthethe
others who gave testimony against the mormonscormonsMormons no one added anything of significance to avardsawards testimony it
isis beyond our purposes here to trace the negative danite scenarioscenano through the subsequent literature but even a
superficial look at the more influential historieshistones will show how great the dependence was on avardsawards testimony
see john C bennett history of the saints or an expose ofjoeof joefoevoe smith and the cormonsmormons boston leland and
whiting 1842 265 72 henry caswall the prophet of the nineteenth century or the rise progress and
present state of the mormonscormonsMor mons or latter luydayeay saints to which is appended an analysis of the book ofmormonof mormon
london printedpnntedforjforjfarj G F andandjandaJ rivmgtonrivington 18431551843 155 73 johnjohnhydejrhydeHydeJrjrmormonismMormonismJr its leaders anddesignsundand designs
new york D appleton and co 18571041857 104log 5 charles mackayhistorymncksiyhistoryMacKay History oftheodtheof the cormonsmormonsMormons or latterlarterlarrer laydayidydaysaintssaints
london officeofficeofof national illustrated library 185111851 89 9911 T B H stenhouse eafetafftheehfefhe rocky mountain saints

A full and complete history of the mormonscormonsMormons from the first vision of ofjosephjoseph smith to the last courtship of
brigham young new york D appleton and co 1873911873 91 94 william A lvmthelinn the story ofthemormonsfromodtheofthe mormonscormonsMormonsmoms tromfrom
the date of their origin to the year 1901 new york macmillan co 1902 189 93 M R wernerwemer brigham
youngvoungkoung new york harcourt brace and co 19251021925 102 33fawnmfawn M BrobrodienobrodievoBrodibrodldieNoewoeVo man knows myhistoryMy History the life
of Joseph smith the mormon prophet new york alfredalfredaaifredA knopf 1945 214 1616219228244314219 228 244 314 15 and
jerald tanner and sandra tanner mormonism shadow or reality eni ed salt lake city modem microfilm
1972 428 50 compare lesueur mormon war 3737747 195 204 207 11

lelandLelandHH gentry the danite band of is3sbyu1838 BYU studies 14 summer 1974 421 50
2exceptexcept for a footnote mormon war 125 n 35 lesueur does not even hint inm the text that rockwood

might be saying something different from avard when he talks about Dadanitesdamtescanitesnites
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2217orfor a lengthy discussion of this whole matter the reader isis referred to david J whittaker the book
of daniel inin early mormon thought address at mormonatmormon history association 7 may 1988 logan utah

23seesee crawley and anderson the political and social realities of zions camp
Scriptory21scriptory21 book of joseph smith kept by george W robinson MS LDS church archives 27 july

1838 6611 some of the material inin this citation has been crossed out inin pencil inin the original by a latter hand A
number of other sources are treated inin whittaker the book of daniel inm early mormon thought

21 see the detailed overviewoverview inin richard L anderson atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons letters and the causes of mormon
expulsion from missouri BYU studies 26 summer 1986 33t747

21forfor general clarksdarks comments see documents 90 compare lesueur mormon war 189
27again27again while we do not develop them here two additional items are relevant first internal dissent inin

missouri must be related to developments inin kirtland before 1838 As marvin hill and ronald esplin have
shown rejection of joseph smiths visionvision of the kingdom of god began there and we would suggest that the
treatment of dissenters inin far west was the last straw inin a longer process within mormonism see marvin S hill
cultural crisis inin the mormon kingdom A reconsideration of the causes of kirtland dissent church history

49 september 1980 286 97 and chaps 5 7 of ronald K esplin the emergence of brigham young and the
twelve to mormon leadership 1830 1844 phdph D diss brighambnghambangham young university 19811981 second a close
reading of the relevant sections of the doctrine and covenants 52 575762656910162656910162 65 69 10 1 55114114 23 reveals another
view of the kingdom of god inin early mormon thought even sidney rigdonsRigdons missouri speeches can be viewed
as mormon jeremiadsjeremi ads based on a consistent viewview of these revelations for example his salt sermon ought to be
more correctly interpreted inin terms of dac 10101loi13939040 and 103 10 not just matt 5135 13

28 john21john taylor the mormon question being a speech by vice president schuyler coitcoifcolfaxax at salt lake city
and a reply thereto by johntaylor salt lake city deseretdeseretnewsnews 1870187088 see also the answer of ofbrigharnbnghambangham young
to horace greeleysgreelegsGreeleys question regarding canitesdanites belonging to the church 1I know of no such band no such
organization I1 hear of them only inin the slanders of our enemiesenemies horace greeley an overland journey
new york tribune association 1860 182

journal21joumal history I11 december 1838 in the letter rockwood copied into his record pratt says the
apostates have sworn to murder and treason and almost everything against us which never entered our hearts to say
or do for joseph smiths comments contained inin a letter to the church dated 16 december 1838 see dean C
jessee ed the personal writings of josephofjoseph smith salt lake city deseret book co 1984 380

see rebecca foster cornwall and leonard J arrington perpetuation of a myth mormon danitescanites inin
five western novels 1840 90 BYU studies 23 spring 1983 1471476565 cornwall and arrington indicate 149
that by 1900 at least niftyfifty sixsix novels had been printed inin english that used the danite myth as part oftheirof their story line

franklin richards to phineas richards 1 january 1839 yale university we are indebted to richard L
anderson for this reference

phineas richards to wealthy richards 7 january 1839 special collections harold B lee library
brigham young university provo hereafter cited as lee library

phineas richards to wealthy richards 21 january 1839 lee library
in addition to the material published here the rockwood papers at yale include a copy of the long letter

of 20 march 1839 sent to the church at quincy illinois by joseph smith hyrum smith lyman wight caleb
baldwin and alexander mcrae from liberty jail where they were awaiting trialtriai on charges growing out of the
conflict of the previous year this letter contains material currently published as sections 121121122122 and 123 of the
doctrine and covenants also included isis the text of a nineteen page sermon based on matt 23123 1 2 and a fifteen
page sermon based inin part on zech 9129 12 it isis not known if the texts for the sermons were for rockwood or his notes
of someone elsesalses discourses

ohethe first part of manuscript 1 with the entries ofof6ofa6 2 1 october 18381838representjournalrepresent journal entries rockwood
sent to sister vose the recipient could be ruth D vose b 26 february 1808 polly vose b 14 june 1780 or
mary vose samuel hamsonharrisonharrlson smith baptized mary inin boston inin 1832 manuscript 3 isis addressed dear sister

36 manuscript 3 adds the following sentence at this point 1 I presume you have seen the letters I1 have
written to holistoncolistonHo liston massachusetts I1 directedthemdirected them to fatherfathera & requested him to let you have the reading ofthemefthemof them

31Manuscript 3 reads our people inm the place of the armies of israel
manuscript 3 substitutes mob for Missourmissounansmissouriansianslans

inisthisimis was the election at gallatinGallatm daviess county on 6 august 1838
4olymanlymansolyman wight 1796 1858 a native of fairfieldfaufan fieldnield herkimer county new york was a veteran of the

war of 1812 hejoinedsejoinedhe joined the latter day saints inin 1830 and inin 1841 became a member oftheodtheof the quorum of oftwelvetwelve he
participated inin the organization and march of zions camp in 1834 after the formation of caldwell county
missouriMismigsoun wightwaswightWightwaswas elected colonel inin the militia and received his commission signed by govemorboggsgovernor boggs jenson
LDS biographical encyclopedia 1931 93 96

41 see lesueur mormon war 65 69
42 Manuscript 3 substitutes smiled for laughed
43 lilburn W boggs 1792 1860 was a missouri state senator from 1826 32 and lieutenant governor

after 1832 he was elected governor inin 1836 his anti mormon feelings are well known for more information on
him see joseph F gordon the political career of lilburn W boggs missouri historical reviewreviewsiSI52 january
19581111958 111iiilii 22 joseph F gordon the life of governor lilburnlllburnlilbumwW boggs phdph D diss university of missouriMismlssoun
1956 L dean marriottmamott lilbumliebum W boggs interaction with mormonscormons following their expulsion from
missounmissourimissourMismlssoun phdph D diss brigham young university 1979 and monte B mclaws the attempted assassination
of MismlsmissounsmissourismassourisMissosourisuns ex governor lilburnlllburn W boggs missouri historical review 60 october 1965 50 62
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manuscript 3 reads beloved country
see lyndon W cook joseph smith and the law of consecration provo grandingrandm books 1985

71 83

the bishop inm missouri at this time was edward partridge
manuscript 3 contains short time in the place of few days
this paragraph does not appear inin manuscript 3

the remainder of this paragraph isis not inin manuscript 3

5oanboanan overall study of mormon land holding inin missouri isis wayne J lewis mormon land ownership
as a factor inin evaluating the extent of mormon settlements and influence inin missouri 1831 18411841 masters
thesis brigham young university 1981

this paragraph does not appear inin manuscript 3
5141145244 october 1838
13 seymour brunson 1799 1840 was a veteran of the war of 1812 he was converted to mormonism inin

portage county ohio inin 1831 lyndon W cook the revelations ortheof the prophet joseph smith A historical and
biographical commentary ortheof the doctrine and covenants provo seventies book store 198111981 153

the siege of dewitt began on I11 october 1838 for details see lesueur mormon war 101 11 and
gentry history of the latter day saints inin northern missouri 194 211

smith humphery and other mormonscormons living at dewitt petitioned governor boggs on 22 september
1838 to put a stop to all lawless proceeding after a hundred and fifty armed men on 20 september had threatened
to drive them from their homes joseph smith history of the church 3823 82 83

this sentence does not appear inin manuscript 3

the previous material inin this paragraph beginning with the word tenimenttenementTeniment does not appear inin
manuscript 3

58131813scoggssboggs1813oggsoggs denied this many times but his hatred of the mormonscormons was obvious inin his speeches as governor
boggs was a merchant inin jackson county when the mormonscormons first settled there and it isis possible his business
suffered with the growing mormon economic presence

two such officers were david R atchison and alexander W doniphan see anderson atchisonsatchisonnAtchisons
letters and duchateau missouri colossus

this sentence isis not inin manuscript 3

the remainder of this entry isis not inin manuscript 3
12 orson hyde 1805 78 was bomborn inin oxford new haven county connecticut he was a campbellite

pastor inin ohio inin 1831 when he joined the latter day saints at the time of his defection he was a member of the
quorum of twelve his testimony along with that of thomas B marsh was used against his fellow church men
at the richmond hearing inin november 1838 john taylor later noted that hyde had been sick with a violent fever
and had not fully recovered at the time of his departure in june 1839 he returned to the church and was restored
to his former position smith history ortheof the church 31673 167 68 jensonenson biographical encyclopedia 1801 80 82 the
21 october entry does not appear inin manuscript 3

this entry isis dated 29 october inin manuscript 3 rockwood addressed the journal material from this date
to 19 november 1838 to his father luther rockwood inin holliston massachusetts his mother ruth perry had
died inin 1805 shortly after his birth

manuscript 3 contains the following addition inserted into the text at this point 1I have kept a journal
of what has been inin this vicinity & sent it to sister bose vose of boston up to this date and requested her to let
you have the reading ofitmofitof it which you have probably had before this I1 shall now continue to you the journal & request
you to let her have the reading of it

rockwood6rockwood possibly refers to dac 10526105 263131 32
66dandan isis written instead of danitescanitesDanites inm manuscript 3

dan 7187 18
61 sidney rigdon 1793 1876 was bom at st clair alleghanyalleghenyAlleghany county pennsylvania he had been a

baptist minister and was instrumental inm the founding of the disciples of christ before he was converted to
mormonism inm 1830 at the time of the events inm missouri rigdon was a member of the first presidency of
the church cook revelations 52 53

this sentence isis not inin manuscript 3
after10after the word danitescanitesDanites manuscript 3 adds brethren inin parentheses

11untill11 untill the judgments were upon them isis not part of manuscript 3

this isis probably A P rockwoodsRockwoods twenty four year old brother inm law jesse haven 1814 1905
73 probably elizabeth haven 1811 92 elder sister of jesse haven
74 manuscript 3 reads camp field instead of cornfieldcorn field

manuscript 3 reads war cloud instead of mainmalnmain cloud
761nin manuscript 3 the remainder of this paragraph reads pumpkins & squashes are quite low
77 bayberry and pennyroyal are not included inin manuscript 3

theme remainder of this paragraph isis omitted inin manuscript 3

the remainder of this paragraph reads as follows inm manuscript 3 & we say to all the church make
haste for zion must be willing to make great sacrafises & assist each other for the perplexities of the nations has
commencecommenceddJ the quicker you can come the betterjbettebetterbettersrJ even now the brethren have been threatened on their way to
this place with instant deathjdeathdeatha some have been stoptstept on the road & the mob have sunk I11 ferry boat to prevent the
saints from crossingscrossingjcrossincrossinggJ see doc & covenants page 128 sec 15
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801835101835 edition 128 section 45 inm the current igli19811991 edition
81thosethose captured were william seeley addison green andnathanand nathan pinkham jr lesueurmormonlesueur mormon war

134

this encounter took place at the ford on crooked river about ten miles south of far west inin ray
county missouri

david81david wyman patten was bom inin vermont inin 1799 hejoinedsejoinedhe joined the latter day saints inin indiana inin 1832
he was a amembermemberazember oftheodtheof the quorum oftwelveoftwelve attheat the time ofhisochisofhis death afterbeingafter being shot he died at thehometheromethe home of ofstephenstephen
winchester three miles from far west cook revelations 226

84the prisoner was wyatt cravens who was released as the mormon troops returned to far west soon
after his release he was mysteriously shot and wounded lesueur mormon war 141

three mormonscormons were killed at crooked river david patten gideon carter and patrick obanion a
young man of eighteen

16 manuscript16manuscript 3 indicates the burning took place two miles from far west inin another direction
87william87william seeley was the wounded man manuscript 3 says he was badly wounded inin the shoulder

addison greene 1819 92 son of john P greene 17931793444
19patrick obanion

gideon carter was bomborn at killingworth connecticut inin 1798 he was baptized by joseph smith at
orange ohio inin 1831 cook revelations 154

joseph young 1797 1881 was bom inin hopkintonhopkinsonHopkinton middlesex county massachusetts A brother of
brigham young he was president of the seventies during the missouri difficulties hewashelashe was awitnessa witness ofthehaunsof the hauns
mill massacre on 30 october 1838 cook revelations 282811

91forfor a recent reconstructed account of the battle at crooked river seelesueurmormonlesueutmormonLeSueur Mormon war 137 42
13 samuel bogart a methodist minister was the leader of the ray county militia company that confronted

the mormonscormons at crooked river
94atat this point manuscript 3 adds at the approach of the brethren
95 manuscript95manuscript 3 prefaces this sentence with after the brethren were down the bank and following the

sentence adds the contradiction this was before the brethren jumped down the bank
16according16according to lesueur the Missourmissounansmissouriansianslans had only one man killed and sixsix wounded lesueur mormon

war 143
97between this point and the word laban manuscript 3 reads seen with their armour about them bold

to defend their masters cause you may ask if the prophet goes out with the saints to battlebattle7battiebattled I1 answer he isis a
prophet to go before the people as inin times of old & if you wish to know what sword he carriescarries just turn to the
book of mormon & see the sword that nephi took from laban when he slew him you there will see what he has
got

981911lneinene 49492ne2 ne 5145 14jacobljacob 1 10lowofmW ofm 1313andmosiahand mosiahmoslah 1 16 contain references to the sword oflabanof laban
this force was led by samuel D lucas major general inin command of the fourth division of missouri

militia with headquarters at independence jackson county an account of the confrontation at far west and its
outcome isis inin lesueur mormon war 157 94

loo101 manuscript 3 reads my family for the family
101atat this point manuscript 3 contains this addition we came to this determination inin honor to our

beloved country & inin consideration of the constitution of the USU S which gives unto every man the rightful
posessionpossessionposession of his own property which we had been deprived of 3 times previous & now being under the
extermination userpationusurpationuserpation oftheodtheof the govonor who was one oftheodtheof the characters inin driveing us out of jacksonofjackson co inin 1833

for the early LDS position on going out unto battle see dac 982398 23848
101thethe attack of appears here inin manuscript 3
103 parley P pratt 1807 57 was bomborn at burlington otsego county new york he participated inin the

march ofofzionszions camp inin 1834 and was named to the quorum of twelve the following year he had been present
inin the battle at crooked river on 25 october cook revelations 4545747

104loaioageorge104george W robinson 1814 78 was bom at pawletdawlet rutland county vermont he married athalia
the eldest daughter of sidney rigdon he had been appointed general church recorder inin april 1838 jenson
biographical encyclopedia 12521 252 53

10 there isis a discrepancy regarding the surrender of the mormon leaders at far west and the question of
george hinkles treachery see lesueur mormon war 168 77 gentry history of the latter day saints inin
northern missouri 342 45 five days after his surrender joseph smith wrote his wife colonel hinklehinkie proved
to be a traitor to the church he isis worse than a hull who betrayed the army at detroit he decoyeddecayed us unawares
joseph smith to emma smith 4 november 1838 RLDS church archives independence mo lyman wight

later wrote there ware several propositions made by the different sides on 31 october 1838 he added a little
before sunset hinklehinkie had managed for the pitiful sum of 600 to sell the following named persons into the
enemys camp joseph smith sidney rigdon george W robison and myself wight to wilford woodruff
24 august 1857 in a letter to W W phelps inm 1844 hinklehinkie strongly denied that he betrayed the heads of the
church into the hands of the military authorities of missouri and that too for a large sum of money hinklehinkie to
phelps journal history 14 august 1844

under the date of 27 october 1838 governor lilbumliebum boggs had issued his now famous order to
general john B clarkdarkoark the commander of the state militia at far west which contains the statement the
mormonscormons must be treated as enerniesenergiesenerenemiesnies and must be exterminated or driven from the state if necessary for the public
peace their outrages are beyond all description see documents 6611
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following the surrender at far west joseph smith and other church leaders were taken to general
lucass jackson county militia headquarters at independence

118george118george S richards bom 8 january 1823 inin richmond berkshire county massachusetts
119inin manuscript 3 rockwood says joseph young arrived inin far west from hauns mill today that isis

2 november
john B clark was bom inin kentucky inin 1802 he moved to howard county missouri inin 1818 in 1832

he fought inm the black hawk war in 1849 he was elected to the missouri state legislature and inin 1854 began three
terms inin the USU S congress he was a confederate brigadier general during the civil war national historical
co comp history of howard and charitonchantoncharlton counties missouri st louis national historical co 1883
252 53

manuscript 3 inserts the faith at this point
112thomas112thomas B marsh 1799 1866 was bom inin acton middlesex county massachusetts after his

baptism by david whitmer inin 1830 he became president of the quorum of twelve inin 1835 he left the church
inin 1838 but later returned inin 1857 cook revelations 42 43

113jared carter 1801 50 was bom inin benson rutland county vermont he was residing inin chenangoChenango
broome county new york when baptized by hyrum smith inin 1831 cook revelations 73 74

114at this point manuscript 3 inserts warning to come against us makemgmakeingmareing inin all 30000 men to
come

shortly after arriving inin independence joseph smith wrote to his wife that they arrived here inin the
midst of a splendid parade a little after noon instead of going to jail we have a good house provided for us and
the kindest treatment joseph smith to emma smith 4 november 1838 RLDS church archives

116ilgtechnically they had not been charged with anything yet the court of inquiry or preliminary hearing
took place inin richmond between 12 and 29 november at the conclusion joseph smith lyman wight hyrum
smith alexander mcrae caleb baldwin and sidney rigdon were charged with overt acts of treason inin daviess
and caldwell counties and parley P pratt and four others with murder inin ray county the treason charge came
inin consequence of the mormon militia operating against other state militia units inin upper missouri the murder
charge grew out of the killing of moses rowland inin the crooked river fight LeSueurlesueurmormonlesueurmornonMormon war 196 218

117this paragraph isis not included inin manuscript 3
118possibly118possibly newel nurse bomborn inin 1792 inin Framingham middlesex county massachusetts

rockwoodsRockwoods father inin law john haven 1774 1853
120aA comer at the top of page 25 inin this manuscript isis tomtorntormtomm away the bracketed words inm this paragraph

are a reconstruction of the missing portion using the text of manuscript 3 where possible
121thethe previous part of this paragraph isis not included inin manuscript 3

this paragraph isis not included inin manuscript 3

121thethe remainder of this paragraph isis not inin manuscript 3
124121 see the account inin lesueur mormon war 83 89
12171hethe church at holliston massachusetts
12171his12171thishis would be after 29 november 1838 the day the richmond court of inquiry ended
127seeseed&cdac 11224 26
128rockwood128rockwood here and elsewhere viewsviews the missouri experience inin millennialmillennia terms william W phelps

hinted strongly that the second coming of christ would soon occur see for exampletheexample the evening and the
morning star I11 september 1832 616 and 1 january 1833 4 rockwoodsRockwoods understanding of what his people
are experiencing isis colored by his own millennial expectations rockwoodsRockwoods concern for the church at holliston
isis inin part the outgrowth of the special blessing given him by brigham young on 6 august 1837 at the same time
he ordained him an elder see journal history 6 august 1837

see dac 888488 84 91
11othethe material inin braces isis a lengthy insertion at this point inm manuscript 3

131311133 december has been changed to 2 december which corresponds with sunday inin december of 1838
1322727 november 1838
113nethe parenthetical statement isis not inin manuscript 3
134 134lesueurlesueur rightly points out that the proceedings inin richmond did not constitute a trial but rather a

court of inquiry most writers on this subject have not made the distinction see lesueur mormon war
195 218

135joseph smith hyrum smith sidney rigdon lyman wight alexander mcrae and caleb baldwin
were imprisoned at the jail inin liberty clay county missouri and parley P pratt and others were confined at
richmond ray county to await trial the following march see arrington church leaders inin liberty jail
jessee walls grates and Sc reeking iron doors

manuscript116manuseript 3 reads people inin the place of wicked
137117manuscript117manuscript 3 reads whether instead of where
1181nin manuscript 3 rockwood adds the following at this point br wase & wife have been some shaken

inm the faith but have now an understanding of the things of the kingdom clearly that this has come upon us inin
fulfilmentfulfillment of prophesy therefore have been confirmed and begin to learn for themselves that tribulation isis the lot
of the saints & must of necessity be so else we shall not be made perfect through sufferings bro jesse haven
remains firm and desirous to return east for the sole purpose of helping his friends up to zion knowing the
judgementsJudgements will soon be abroad inm the states & it will be through great tribulation that the saints can get up &
many will perrish by the way
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nhethe letter by parley P pratt fits chronologically into rockwoodsRockwoods narrative it isis probable that
rockwood simply copied it and the accompanying poem from a pratt family member parleys wife mary ann
and their children lived inin far west at this time the content of this letter isis similar to another written on the same
day to aaron and susan frost parleys wifescifes parents who lived inin bethel maine

14001400liveroliverliverilver cowdery 1806 50 was bom at wells rutland county vermont he was a witness of
foundation events of mormonism including the book of mormon and priesthood restoration although he left the
church inm 1838 he returned inin 1848 cookrevelationscodkrevelationsCook Revelations 14 chaps 3 and 4 of richard L andersonandetsoninvestigatinginvestigating
the book ofmormonof mormon witnesses salt lake city deseret book co 1980

14 david14david whitmer 1805 88 was bom near harrisburgHamsburg dauphin county pennsylvania he was one of
the three witnesses to the book of mormon and became president of the church inin missouri inin 1834 whitmer
left the church inin 1838 and never returned cook revelations 24 25 chaps 5 and 6 ofanderson investigating

john conillcorrillcon illiiilii was bom inm worcester county massachusetts inin 1794 he was a counselor to bishop
edward partridge from 1831 37 in 1838 he was elected to the missouri legislature from caldwell county and
appointed to antewritewnte and keep the church history comllcorrillcoall published an account of ofchurchchurch history ina briefilistorybrief history
ortheof the church with the reasons odtheoftheof the authorforauthor porfor leaving the church st louis privately printed 1839 see
jenson biographical encyclopedia 12411 241 42

143 george143george M hinkle 1802 616 1 was bom inin kentucky at the time of the surrender at far west hinkle
was the commanding officer of the mormon forces there S J hinkle A biographical sketch of G M hinkle
journal of ofhistoryhistory 8 october 1920 444 53

144warren144warren A cowdery 1788 18511851 an elder brother of oliver cowdery was bomborn inin poultney vermont
cook revelations 214 15

145141 samson avard was bom inin 1800 at st peters isle of guernsey england avardsawards testimony at the
november 1838 richmond hearing played an important role inin the charges that imprisoned joseph smith to await
trial documents 9097 108 avard was prior to his conversion to mormonism inin 1835 a campbellite preacher
see letter of orson pratt 18 november 1835 inldsieldsin LDS messenger and advocate 12 november 1835 223 24 see

also orson pratt journal november 1835 MS inin LDS church archives
146 manuscript 3 reads foes are instead of jesus
147thethe remaining text within braces isis from manuscript 3

148aA summary of the initial reception of the exiled saints by citizens of illinois isis inin kenneth W godfrey
causes of mormonofmormon non mormon conflict inin hancock county illinois 1839 1846 phdph D diss brigham young

university 1967 15 25
whe141thethe following speech was delivered by general john B clarkdarkoark to members of the church assembled on

the public square at far west missouri on 5 november 1838 the speech was copied into eliza R snows
22 february 1839 letter as published inin byustudiesBYU studies 13 summer 1973 548548949 see also carol Y williams ed
conditions prior to the missouri exodus Aaletterbyelizarletter by elizaeilza R snow the carpenter reflections on mormon life

I11 spring 1970 41 50 the speech was first published by the mormonscormons inin john taylor A short account of the
murders RobroberiesrobenesrobberiesRoeriesbeneserles burnings thefts and other outrages committed by the mob and militia of the state of
missouri upon the latter day saints springfield ill111iiilii apnpN p 1839

15thisthis part of the settlement was later ruled illegal



emmaus

cleopas it was he who stirred
the dying coals to flame
did his words not bum within you
As they always did and now we know
always will shadows of our grief
veiled him from our sight but his words
glowed in the oncoming night and we forgot
the dark the wild dogs barking in the sunset
his presence was like the wind he described
to nicodemus it touches one as though
it were a brother we know where
he came from but oh cleopas
where does he wander now
through fields of evening light turning
rows of grain beyond these brown hills
dry of rain see there in that tree flaming
with the evenings last light a dove cries
softly by the road we take

cara M bullinger

cara A bullinger is a poet living in provo utah



incommunicado

paul alan cox

incommunicado evening time in samoa I1 lie enthralled in the
hush of tropical rain on my thatched roof and consider the changing
mosaic of sounds that evidence the shifting pattern of village ownership
as an island day progresses in the dawn the village belongs to the infants
whose persistent cries are soon satiated by their mothers milk and tender
attentions the village of the morning belongs to the chiefs whose
eloquent kava speeches fill the malae or village common with majesty
and beauty the village of the afternoon is contested by the voices of
women weaving mats the laughter of children on the beach the excite-
ment of a returning fishing party the village at dusk however belongs
to god as each family gathers for hymns and prayer As evening falls the
gentle sounds of slack key guitar and quiet singing announce the ascen-
dancy ofvillage youth who huddle in small groups beneath the breadfruit
trees As their voices slowly subside the chirping of geckos lizard
acrobats that cling with suction cup feet to posts and ceilings fills the
air later the sleeping village is commandeered by domestic dogs that
delineate through both vicious threats and infrequent violence their
respective battlelinesbattl elines still later the kapok and guava trees are claimed
by troops of quarrelsome flying foxes noisily jousting for roosting
places finally just before the dawn the vast feudal kingdoms of the
mighty roosters are noisily proclaimed even as first light steals their
nocturnal splendor

incommunicado although we are surrounded by a multitude of
messages such as those I1 have described in samoa we are in effect
held incommunicado because of our unwillingness or inability to
interpret them andre gide once declared that everything that needs to
be said has already been said the problem is that no one was listening
each moment the universe whispers its secrets to us yet we are
incommunicado unable to perceive the signals that engulf us and
so we are deprived of incalculable richness because we will not or
cannot hear and understand the music of nature I1 argue that our
collective deafness is partly our own doing but also partly an
paul alan cox isis an associate professor of botany at brigham young university this essay was originally
presented as a BYU forum address
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inescapable limitation of these mortal cloaks we now wear yet I1
present a message of hope an affirmation that our minds our hearts and
our souls can provide with due effort means to transcend these
handicaps

As human beings we continue to suffer the aftermath of babel for
example where I1 work in the solomon islands more than six hundred
distinct languages are spoken frequently even direct translations from
other languages are remarkably uninformativeinformativeun as to the intended
message for example a samoan chiefmay greet you by saying ua tatou
maga fetaubetau soifua we have had life in the crotch of the fetaubetau tree
however the sublime expression ofjoy contained in this greeting might
escape you particularly if you did not know the ancient story ofofleutogileutogi
tupaiteaTupaitea and how she escaped from a hostile village only to be trapped
in the crotch of a fetaubetau tree the villagers surrounded the tree with wood
and lit a fire but just as the flames began to lick her feet she was
miraculously saved by a flock of flying foxes hence ua tatou magafetau
soifua is an expression of unspeakable joy and a greeting of great
respect

unfortunately we can experience linguistic isolation even from
those who share our own tongue the studies my students and I1 have
conducted on the ethnotaxonomy or native botanical lexicon of BYU
freshmen indicate that there is not a single american ethnotaxonomy but
rather a calico quilt of individual variants that we all share a linguistic
commons yet each inhabit our own parcel of this common ground is not
a novel concept that the same word can mean different things to
different people is a discovery quickly made by most newlyweds
psychologist george kelley writes that a psychotherapists primary task
is to learnleam the idiosyncratic language of her client our willingness to
leamlearn the usage of others can add much richness to our lives as well as
assisting us to love and help those around us

if you believe as I1 do that joycesjoycea portrait of the artist as a young
man is the most exquisite document written in the english language
then you will perhaps agree that his allegory of the fall and resurrection
of mankind finnigansFinnigans wake is the most formidable yet even though
finniganfinnigansFinn iganss wake looms as a literary everest it yields its treasure as
deep insights into the human condition if the requisite tools are acquired
an understanding of irish history and geography a smattering of
gaelic latin and greek and a firm knowledge of shakespeare in
short you must for a moment become james joyce yet what richness
awaits you if you make the attempt please visualize with me joycesjoycea
description of shem the penman a writer who writes upon his own
body a masterpiece that no one can decipher at the beginning of this
passage joyce announces that shem is autobiographical when he tells
us that
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shem is short for rhemusshemus as jeb isjokyis joky for jacob A few toughneckstoughnecks are still
getatablegetatable who pretend that aboriginally he was ofrespectable stemming he
was an outlexoutlen between the lines ofofraganorraganorofRaganor blaubarbblaufarbBlaubarb and horrildharrild hairwireHairwire
and an inlaw to capt the hon and rev mr bbyrdwoodBbyrdwood de trop blogg was
among his most distant connections but every honest to goodness man in
the land of the space of today knows that his back life will not stand being
written about in black and white putting truth and untruth together a shot
may be made at what this hybrid actually was like to look at

shems bodily getup it seems included an adze of a skull an eight of
a larkseyelarkseye the whoelchoel of a nose one numb arm up a sleeve fortytwofortytwo hairs
off his uncrown eighteen to his mock lip a trio of barbelsbarbeli from his
megageg chin bowmanssowmanssowmans son the wrong shoulder higher than the right
all ears an artificial tongue with a natural curl not a foot to stand on
a handful of thumbs a blind stomach a deaf heart a loose liver two
fifths of two buttocks one gleetsteengleet steen avoirdupoider for him a manroot
of all evil a salmonkeltssalmonkelts thinskinthinskin eelsbloodeelsblood in his cold toes a bladder
tristendedtris tended I11

the description a trio of barbelsbarbeli from his megageg chin becomes clear
when we realize that barbelsbarbeli are the hairs hanging from the mouths of
some fishes and megagegmegageg is the noise that goats make according to
joycesjoycea novel ulysses hence if you could imagine a face with a few
catfish whiskers hanging from a goatlikegoat like chin you would have an idea
of how joyce viewed his own chin

I1 offer this as a general principle if you wish to understand
finnigansFinnigans wake you must become albeit for a short moment james
joyce if you wish to understand a kava speech you must assume the air
of a samoan chief if you wish to understand the nocturnal chirpingschirpings of
the geckos you must see the world as they do similarly if you wish to
understand the silent message that beckons a pollinator to a flower you
must for a moment view the world as a pollinator to emphasize this
point I1 have taken to wearing a bee suit to class complete with antennas
and stinger when lecturing on pollination although this artifice
succeeds in arousing some interest among my bio 100 students it has not
been without personal sacrifice once when slipping so attired through
harvard yard on way to lecture I1 had the misfortune of running into
several respected professors serving on my doctoral committee without
breaking stride they solemnly greeted me and continued on their way
leaving me to ponder whether their opinion of my academic promise was
so low as to see nothing unusual in their prodigy having metamorphosed
into a social insect

the general principle I1 have elucidated can help us to transcend
even formidable linguistic barriers particularly since a large portion of
human communication is nonverbal the number of different unspoken
signals in humans is greater than one hundred and if we add various
wordless noises the number rises to 150 or more this exceeds by a factor
of three the number of signals of most other mammals and birds and is
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even greater than the repertoire of other primates human facial muscu-
lature is exquisitely adapted to expressing a variety of emotions when
we add to facial expressions various hand gestures a wide variety of
messages can be conveyed however as many missionaries have discov-
ered even some of these nonverbal signals are not common to all
cultures enough are shared though that essential messages of respect
love and peace can be communicated between most peoples regardless
of linguistic and cultural barriers

unfortunately such implicit understandings break down when
we attempt to interpret animal communications the divine injunction
to isaiah hear ye indeed but understand not make the heart of
this people fat and make their ears heavy isa 69 10 had partial
fulfillment in francis of assisiassist who interpreted bird songs as prayers to
god modem analysis indicates such anthropomorphic albeit inspiring
interpretations to be wrong most bird vocalizations appear to be strident
territorial claims or bald threats of hostility mingled with infrequent
lustful wooing of potential mates form nearby trees thus differing
little in content from much current political rhetoric or many popular
songs

yet many animal vocalizations have a moummournfulfulfui appealing quality
that causes stirrings with us for example the vocalizations of whales
and other marine mammals have been used to great effect in recent works
by composers such as phillip glass and paul winter unfortunately their
songs are imperiled because of our failure to recognize whales until
relatively recently as something more than sources of meat and oil As
a result we have brought these marvelous gentle creatures to the very
brink of extinction the tragedy is that we may not only lose the message
of their songs but the message of their genes as well I1 suspect that
our wanton extinction of species is something that future generations
will be least likely to forgive us indiscriminate logging in third world
countries results in a permanent loss each day of an area of tropical rain
forest the size of rhode island together with plant and animal species of
untold value each day we destroy massive genetic libraries not because
we disagree with the messages they contain but because we do not even
know that the messages exist at all

the handful of us who study tropical rain forests experience much
the same despair as the scholars who witnessed the burning of the half
million volume library at alexandria in 300 AD we know that at best we
can save only a volume or two from the flames so we spend most of our
time racing through smoke filled aisles reading a few pages here and
there realizing that we will soon be denied access to the library forever
permanently incommunicado it is a very weighty responsibility we
carry for we know that all that will ever be known of this great library
all that will remain of the splendor of the numerous messages it contains
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will be our accounts of the few pages we were able to read before it
perished from the earth

for the moment though we can delight in music from both
whales and humans but we realize that compared to many animals the
capabilities of our sensory organs are severely restricted for example
even though light is a continuous spectrum the interaction of our brains
and retinas cause us to perceive it as discontinuous thus a wide variety
of human languages and cultures distinguish the same pseudochunkspseudochunks of
this continuous spectrum red yellow green and blue beyond this
narrow range the light is invisible to us glorious images in the
ultraviolet and infrared are encountered daily yet we pass by them
unseeing

this limitation is not shared by all organisms however bees and
some butterflies see in the ultraviolet for example to our eyes the male
and female form of the colias butterfly a common species in utah
valley appear identical if we could see however as they can in the
ultraviolet we would note a distinct difference the male absorbs
ultraviolet light and appears dark while the female has round patches on
the wing that dazzlingly reflect ultraviolet light the acuity of bee eyes
to ultraviolet light is utilized by flowers that depend upon insects for
pollination for example if we could see a common buttercup in the
ultraviolet it would appear as a luminescent halo in a black sea of
vegetation some flowers even have ultraviolet landing strips and lines
that point to the nectaries not all pollinatorspollina tors are insects of course since
birds cannot see in the ultraviolet but see exceptionally well in the red
most bird flowers are red bats such as the samoan flying fox prefer
pale colored flowers with pungent musky odors even flies can serve as
pollinatorspollinators some flowers such as aristolochia in south america are
colored and scented much like rotting meat these signals are deceitful
in more than one sense however as aristolochia offers neither meat nor
nectar to the flies it offers instead a prison chamber from which escape
is barred by downward pointing hairs the flies futilely clamber about
inadvertently dusting themselves with pollen until twenty four hours
later they are released through an opening only to become similarly
duped by a neighboring flower

the motive force behind pollination is the fact that plants are
immobile and thus must enlist other forces to carry their genetic
messages encapsulated in pollen grains from flower to flower in this
sense the information contained as sequences ofofnucleotidenucleotide base pairs of
DNA is written in perhaps the most universal and essential language on
this planet it also is the most concise next time you pick up a clump of
dirt from your garden consider as E 0 wilson once pointed out to me
that you hold in your hand enough genetic information to fill all volumes
of the last fifteen editions of the encyclopaedia britannica if each
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nucleotide were represented by a single letter messages written in this
genetic script are passed from generation to generation containing all
necessary information for protein synthesis and hence the creation of life
itself the melding and mixing of different threads in this genetic
tapestry through the generations determine to a large degree our own
individuality and the individuality of all organisms and so we should
not be surprised by the exquisite elaboration of all forms of communica-
tion dealing with reproduction

for example in the bond formingfonningbonning ceremony of the crested grebe
the male and female in a beautifully symbolic gesture solemnly
exchange water weeds of the type they use to build their nest such beauty
in courtship signals is revealed even at the cellular level as can be seen
in the search of a sphere cell of the fungal genus allomyces for an egg to
fertilize the male gamete is unaware of the location of the egg even
though its motion is limited to just two behaviors an arcing glide and a
sixty degree turn with some variance a highly efficient search strategy
emerges ordinarily the glide and turn are combined to produce roughly
hexagonal patterns a very efficient way of searching a large area quickly
the egg assists the search however by releasing a chemical attractant
once the male gamete crosses the threshold boundary and detects this
chemoattractantchemoattractant it quickly ceases the turn behavior and uses the arc glide
to spiral in towards the egg when it reaches the area of high chemo
attractant concentration the arc is turned off and a series ofjerking turns
are initiated until the egg is encountered and fertilized

chemical communication is not limited to unicellular organisms
pogonomyrmex a genus of harvester ants common to our valley can
communicate more than nine categories of messages through the release
of different chemicals from various glands for example after finding a
new food source a harvester ant will drag its abdomen secreting a trail
pheromone as it returns to its nest this scent trail lasts for only about a
minute but it is quickly followed by other ants who use their antennae
to weave in and out of the scent tunnel yet even in so pristine a system
deception can occur the beetle atemelesatemelespubicollispubicollispubicollis when challenged by
an approaching ant releases an appeasement pheromone that in essence
says im an ant please go to my abdomen for another message
instantly complying the ant proceeds to the beetles abdomen where
another chemical is released that signifies im a small lost ant larva
please carry me home to the nursery the ant grasps the beetle with its
mandibles and carries it past the sentries back to the nest and deposits it
in the larval galleries what I1 have neglected to tell you about this
otherwise charming story of interspecies communication and coopera-
tion is that the beetle atemelesatemelespubicollispubicollispubicollis makes its living by eating live
ant larvae it is as though you met a huge crustacean invited it home and
showed it every courtesy while it devoured your children
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although deceit is possible in many forms of communication
there is one sort of communication where it does not occur we are told
repeatedly throughout the scriptures that god cannot lie enos 16
ether 312 1I take considerable comfort in worshippingworshipping a god who
cannot lie and in belonging to a church that requires me to believe only
thingsings that are true yet when we consider the differences between our
feeble minds and that of god we are overwhelmed by the vastness of the
gulf it is indeed a remarkable demonstration of his love when he
speaks to us in a way we can understand As he declares in his preface to
the doctrine and covenants these commandments are of me and were
given unto my servants in their weakness after the manner of their
language that they might come to understanding dacd&c 124 As
his prayer before the nephitesNephites demonstrates he can use even our
own languages in a manner to strain the limits of mortal comprehension
Q3 ne 1931 32 yet consistently he chooses to speak to us in great
plainness 1 ne 1329 jacob 211 reasoning with us even as a man
reasonethreasoneth one with another dacd&c 5011 see also v 12

in fact the general principle I1 mentioned at the beginning of this
essay that to truly communicate we must understand each others point
of view is best embodied by christ even though he is the greatest
intelligence in the cosmos he can still communicate with us in our lowly
state because he understands our problems our infirmities and our
miseries this is what nephi calls the condescension of god for though
he was a god architect and executor of the universe christ took
upon himself mortal form suffering as alma tells us pains and
afflictions of every kind that his bowels may be filled with mercy
according to the flesh that he may know according to the flesh how to
succor his people according to their infirmities alma 711 12 the
autobiographical account of gethsemane that appears in the nineteenth
section of the doctrine and covenants is remarkable not only in source
and subject matter but also because of the explicit attempt it represents
to help us understand christs point of view Is it any wonder that the
messages and symbols he gives appeal so mightily to our souls greater
love hath no man than this that a man lay down his life for his friends
john 1513 is a truism in all cultures and throughout all time yet

frequently we willfully ignore his love nephis rebuke to his brothers
applies allaliailailtooailtontoo frequently to us ye are swift to do iniquity but slow to
remember the lord your god ye have heard his voice from time to
time and he hath spoken unto you in a still small voice but ye were past
feeling that ye could not feel his words 1 I1 ne 1745 when we turn our
back to the light we should not blame god because our face is in the
shadow

nevertheless he loves us and attempts through nearly every
noncoercive channel possible to make us aware of his love and concern
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for us perhaps one of the most universal of all human customs is the
sharing of food to indicate love and respect indeed one of the greatest
tokens of love one can receive in any culture is to be fed to be adopted
by a family and receive that family name as ones own each sabbath I1
am fed from the table of christ and am adopted as his child by taking upon
myself his name I1 can think of no more moving and universal symbol
that jesus could use to tell us of his love As tossing a stone into a still
pond causes waves to resonate against the shore so that single gesture of
the man of galilee two thousand years ago continues to resonate against
our consciousness and very souls I1 am grateful beyond measure each
week as I1 partake of the sacrament because to me it is jesus way of telling
me that he loves me perhaps this message of the creators love is the
greatest message that can or ever will be expressed to stare into the
heavens and realize that the ultimate power and ultimate message of the
cosmos is love is a profoundly humbling experience

therefore at this university more than any other in the world we
must love each other and reach out to those within and without who are
alone and devoid of hope the form of communication to be used has
been precisely specified we are to express the message in the language
of the hearer every man shall hear the fullness of the gospel in his own
tongue and in his own language through those who are ordained unto
this power dacd&c 9011 it is therefore incumbent upon each of us to
use every means at our disposal to reach out and share christs wonderful
message of love with all of the millions ofpeople in the world all of those
who still remain incommunicado

NOTE

james joyce finnegansFinnegans wake new york viking 1939 169



handwork for the lady of tatters

loretta M sharp

hindmohindoo maidens floating lamps drawn by william daniell engraved by J stephinson reprinted from linney
gilbert india illustrated an historical and descriptive account of that important and interesting country
london privately printed c 1833 facing p 20

loretta M sharp established the writing program at the interlochenInterlochen arts academy interlochenInterlochen michigan in 1986
her poem thethe slow way home was awarded honorable mention inin the copps poetry competition sponsored by
the garfield review and the entire collection was selected as a finalist inin the neruda poetry competition



mountain scene in the north ofindiaafindiaof india drawn by william daniell engraved by J C armytagearmitageArmytage reprinted from
gilbert india illustrated facing p 60



the slow way home

she leaves the women in her husbands house
and makes a slow way home
to her own mother to friends singing
as they bring sweet butter
for the first month molasses
for the second radish the third
nine kinds of giftgivinggiftgiving
fill full the life cycle
and then singing sisters
bracelet her bare arms

first a circle of healing nim
then elephant hair to match her task
and bangles of green glass
because she is fragile and glad

taking to themselves a paste
of rice and clarified butter
the hands of women rub
in slow circles the tight flesh
rising with what will yet be
at the midwifesmidwives nod water
is heated oil warwarmedined
and she is settled into a bed
rounded out from white sand

but like parvati devi like all women
come home
she spreads her legs when the waters
will not be stayed shapes sand new
each time the pains take hold
sinking to places she must go alone
she rises revived finally
by the high brine smell of blood
by the infant held high its cry
the cry of the mother birthing herself

again
and again





for phulrenuPhulrenu guha and all the old ones

it must have mattered once
or seemed to
the dream that fleshed itself
as family servants enough bougainvillea

but time or maybe gandhijiGandhiji
unwrapped it
in layers rice paper thin
and dry as locust wings
incise excise until the center seed
barleywhitebarleywhite but with a sheen
of wedding silk one thing only then
the need to teach young women
to group work within

and if such midwifery mean
riding second class from calcutta
to delhi each week then one
nods off the miles in a sleep feeding flame
brighter than those waiting
to dismiss bonebrittlebonebrittle dryness
in the last passage the one that matters least





the dance

and she is always there
more indian than the ganges even
the woman bent low at the waist and thin
sweeping sweeping
she keeps her back to you eyes down
not seeing the white haired betel smiled man
tying garlands of jasmine not smelling
the anise cumin or clove not smiling
at seven pigtailed schoolgirls
blue skirts white blouses a donkey cart

and she does not shy from the goat ambling loose
or try to move the gray cat each inhalation
drawing its thin skin bone tight
dust covers her knot of hair
veils her sun faded sari but the easy
move left right left and right
is what she knows the woman bent low
at the waist and thin sweeping

her own slow dance



bagleebaolee at allahabadAllahabad drawn by william danieldameli engraved by J redaway reprinted from hobanhobart caunter the
oriental annual or scenes in india london charles tilt 1838 facing p 119



the ghat

first light at benares brings the brush
of feet down the stone steps
a dozen four times
and then the easing inin
as women yield themselves
to ganga the mother who wraps herself
around and around them
each sari a veil a scrim
thin as the illusion
of the bloated belly
floating grey and dim to all
but the eyes of a kite that settles
and lifts out where river meets sky
and then the slap of bare feet
a dozen four times
and the waiting day dusty and hot

and heavy again





billboard women

above fortunetellersfortune tellers
temples and the sellers
of crushed sugarcanesugarcane
rise billboard women
women who join film clubs
play country western tapes
and extol campa cola
computers and condos

no dowry no dust
touches these women
not hunger
nor sundriessundriedsundried dung patties
their mothers in law die young
their husbands who neither use
hookahshookahi nor eveteaseevetease live forever

and should billboard women
make puja or draw
rice powder rangolibangolirangoli
should they consider
the muslim womens bill
or lepers or mutilantsmutilants
they will find themselves
repainted
almond eyed and smiling
above fortunetellersfortune tellers temples
and the sellers of crushed sugarcanesugarcane
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19 november 1917 31 october 1984

bathed in holy water forehead readied
with sandalwood paste then a first draping
of silk the color of sun of love of blood
a second of saffron green and white
japa beads rose petals marigolds

and the gun carriage pulls through
teen murti marg making its slow way
to dalhousie road while at shantivanaShantivana
a buddhist priest chants christians
read from the psalms someone recites
the lords prayer the carriage at zafar
marg lok sabha members offer verses
from the guru granth A maulvimaulvin
a parsi priest mother teresa each
have a say before king road

green leaves festooningsfestoon ings of white
chrysanthemum wait at the platform
new made from brick and sandalwood logs
heads of state service chiefs three
grandchildren two daughters in law

the wreaths are gathered the flag retrieved
seven times a son circles the pyre touching
his mother with a lighted torch the bugles
the salute the shouts indira gandhi amar hae

indira gandhi amar hae
the chants om shanti shanti shanti
the assemblage standing hands folded
flames leaping to ghee honey incense
freeing the child who set fire to her british
doll the dream of being joan of arc

all that remains then is the kapal ariyakriya
that skull breaking that signifies taking
leave of the world and the tinder waiting
to ignite a country mantra seared with

india is indira
indira is india





the petition

her eyes lift
no higher than the knees
of the pajama clad men
carrying temple votivesmotivesvotives
nor does she elevate
her tin bowl
to shake the morning paise
only the dark semaphore
of her right arm
bends slightly at the elbow
in a rise and fall
that offers
repeatedly
a fingerless stump
of fresh pink pleadings



the sunkulsunkel boorjh and fort gate penkondaPenkonda drawn by H warren from a sketch by meadows taylor engraved
by E finden reprinted from bacon oriental annual 1840 facing p v



paanbaan

morning sun stains
the walnut planed cheekbones
of the girl squatting on a burlap mat
she seems almost old enough
for the leafgreen pattemingspatteringspattemings
and yellow folds that flow
into an easy oval from head
to haunches and gather up
over her knees all cotton elipseclipse

and soft circles

and when a rickshaw puller comes
rubbing a few paise
she strips out the stem and ribs
of a heartshapedheartshaped leaf
and spreads a paste of lime and catechu gum

her hands know so well the making of paanbaan
they move themselves
without rearranging
the still life on burlap
only the bluebeatbluebeadbluebeat of her thin wrist
betrays the hum of feeding

the firstbudfirstbud of breasts
the womb lining itself

a determined bloodrushbloodrush
encased in skin drawn taut
then cotton draped

A pinch of cinnamon and betel chips
and then a whole clove
to pin the leaf into a small cone
that will be slowly chewed and slowly spat
in random red splashes which almost mask
the accord that animates a subcontinent





pounding gingeltootginserrootgingerrootGingelGinserrootToot

if she sits at the doorframe
there is room in her house
to pound the days gingerroot
at her back four waterpotswaterpots stack
a squat column against the sunbaked
clay wall and a three legged bamboo frame
bends under a box bundled with clothstuffsclothstuffs
her sari arcs a leisurely green
from head to lap as she leans
into the grindstone smooth at the top
as an altar each bare foot curves round
its beveled edge toes almost meeting
only her wrists move as she lifts
the round rock just enough to clear
the wrinkled root branching out
walnut brown fingers overlapping
she brings down the round rock again and again
until the give of the leathery skin
and the crisp shards that pulp
a yellow smell a wet wedding of woman

round rock
gingerroot
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selling pictures

she is her own stall
the white haired woman
sitting flat on the ground
between a chickpeachick pea seller
and a sweetmeat booth
her saris no longer
the empyrean blue
of a peacock fan
but her forehead
is ornamented new red
one hand is a brace
in the sunbakedsun baked dirt
the others at the handle
of the open umbrella
extending her lap from ribs
to rigid instep

she eyes each passerby
waiting for a tourist
or schoolboy
to stop at the drawings
of gods and prophets
repeating themselves
in and out the metal stays

five images line up
from handle to edge
then another five
foremost is vishnu
churning the milky sea
krishna still dallies
with milkmaids while gandhi walks
the salt march nehru broods
and buddha reclines

hoping to attract
a paisa or two
the old woman with the umbrella lap
gives the handle a quarter turn
and kali hidden in the center
of the clothy stall slips out
from her dark place and rearranges
as is her wont
the commerce of mortals and gods





twowomentwo women

the mother
and her daughter in law
face each other at a granite mortar
each with a hardwood pestle thick
as their forearms and taller
than a woman is high
the young one pounds five times
waits pestle lifted eyes down
she sees the mother pound three
feels her nod
and the daughter in law begins again
it would be easier with oxen
and a flat threshing floor
but two women at a mortar
can wrestle a days grain
if one is the mother
the other a daughter in law
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winnowingwinnowinWinnowin

squatting in front of a mud hut
the woman with the nose ring
and ochreachre scarf
lifts with a roll of her wrists
the tray woven from a palm leaf
only her wrists move and the tray of wheat
and she lifts and lifts again
scattering chaff at her bare feet
in a sunbakedsun baked winnowing
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woman in silk

upstairs the woman in peacock green
opens the shutters watches
the old man finish the last sari
he bends and nods as the houseboy pays him
then sets his flatiron back on the charcoal stove
and rolls his cart to the next house
his sandals slapping the walkway
his own dhoti in need of laundering

the woman in green thinks
of the dinner she must give that night
chicken and beef for the americans
rice and curries for the others
her husband will wear blue jeans ask
if the cook boiled the water
before freezing the ice cubes

he will not smile until she bends
to each guest and nods talking
ofofezekielsezekiels poems rays films
her english begun with nuns
and finished at bennington
a modulation varied and rich
as the candlelight saying itself
again and again on the gold threads
in her sari of scarlet silk





supplication

the oldest back from a years fremedpremed
at duke tells her friend at the wheel
about a student she met having read
cormack the american asked about barren
women face down in the road hands
holding plantain coconut and betel
leaves above their heads drumming
shouts until a priest walked on the backs
on the backs of the supplicants and on his head
was there really a linga covered
with marigolds joining her friends
merriment the driver wonders what shell meet
at barnard next year then brakes
into silence at the unexpected bend
the banyan bright with morning threads
coins at its roots and guava three apples
ripe pleading on a bamboo mat
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woman fanning two babies

she does not know
shesashes backdrop never heard
of panoply she could not tell
how it feels to be part of the design
winding to the ganges as the city shakes off sleep

in the man stacking green coconuts hoping
the leper will find another place
to display his fingerless hands

in the boy making floaters from wicks
paraffin and lotus leaves

in the toothless woman waiting
her chapati the girl pleading
a one rupee smile when her father sings
the cobra from the wicker basket

in the silksellerssilksellers sandalmakerssandalmakers sunshadedsunshadessunshaded
brahminsBrahmins selling blessings

the squatting woman thigh muscles tight
against her faded sari knows only
that heat precedes the sun in varanasiVaranasi
that if she quits fanning black flies
will congregate on her two babies sleeping
naked each on a page of the hindustan times
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statistical distributions
how deviant can they be

james B mcdonald

there are many jokes told about economists and statisticians A
neighbor took great delight in telling me that he had heard that an
economist is someone who wanted to be an accountant but didnt have
enough personality you may have heard about the statistician who
drowned in a river that only averaged six inches deep

in spite of the feelings these expressions reflect for these two
disciplines the use of statistics provides an important common denomi-
nator for much of the applied research being done in the natural and social
sciences this is true in the fields of physics astronomy biology
economics engineering finance marketing and many more statistics
often refers to both the collection of empirical data and the use of this data
to estimate relationships determine trends and make inferences it is the
analysis of data however rather than the collection of data that charac-
terizes modem statistics

given the extensive data sources currently available and existing
computer hardware and software the use of statistical models to describe
the extent of our uncertainty about a variable and relationships between
variables is a particularly exciting and productive area of research I1 will
focus on one facet of my research which I1 hope will be of rather general
interest first I1 will review some history associated with the develop-
ment of statistics and probability from being purely descriptive to
providing models for the analysis of data second I1 will discuss a few of
the statistical models known as distributions that have played an impor-
tant role in the development of modem statistics major scientific
problems have provided the basis for the development of several of these
next I1 will discuss some relatively new distributions that include most
of the previous ones as special cases and also provide for important
increased flexibility finally I1 will consider some applications of these
models in economics engineering and finance

james B mcdonald isis a professor of economics and managerial economics at brigham young university this
essay was originally presented as the twenty fourth annual distinguished faculty lecture at brigham young
university 28 january 1987 theme author expresses appreciation to steve white and dave williams for their able
research assistance and to steve for preparing many of the figures used inin the presentation to earl faulkner for
providing references to some excellent material on the history of statistics to jay irvine who provided data on
starting salaries for graduates to richard butler kaye hanson and steve white for their comments on earlier
versions of the paper and to his parents leonard and arola mcdonald and his wife kathy mcdonald for their
assistance and encouragement
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THE HISTORY OF probability AND statistics

attempts to determinedetennine the beginning of any intellectual discipline
are highly speculative many researchers suggest that before 1650
statistics primarily involved the description of events rather than
reasoning from the data in order to make inferences about cause and
effect probability theory is no different there is evidence of games of
chance being played long before the seventeenth century many archaeo-
logical finds contain abnormally large deposits of small ankle bones it
is thought that these bones were used in various games these bones
appear in paintings on egyptian tombs as pieces used in games of chance
and are still used in some childrens games in franceprance and greece 2

gambling or gaming was so popular with the romans that laws were
passed which forbade it except during particular seasons the emperor
claudius was so interested in dicing that he wrote a book about it and
played while riding in his carriage it is reported that he would throw dice
onto a special board that had been fitted in his carriage one source
reports that he even played his left hand against his right hand 3

there appears to have been little or no formal discussion about the
odds or probabilities associated with games of chance prior to the mid to
late seventeenth century 4 the sample mean or average is very important
in statistics and probability and yet isnt even mentioned before the
eighteenth century 5

why was the theory of probability and statistics so late in being
developed one explanation is that the dice or instruments used in
gambling were so irregular in shape that it may have been difficult to
recognize a consistent pattern from one set to another the faces of the
dice were often neither square nor parallel F N david obtained three
dice from the british museum one was made out of rock crystal another
from iron and the third from marble the three dice were each tossed 204
times and the number of times that each of the six faces appeared was
recorded 6 these results are shown in table 1

TABLE 1

dice result of 204 tosses

VALUE OF TOSS

MATERIAL 11 12 3 4 5 6

rock crystal 30 38 31 34 34 37
iron 35 39 30 21 37 42
marble 27 28 23 47 25 54
expected number 34 34 34 34 34 34

looking at the last row in table 1 we see that the expected frequencies
associated with tossing a fair die 204 times would be for each side to
appear thirty four times it should be apparent from the other rows that
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there are obvious discrepancies between the observed and expected
frequencies those differences are statistically significant for the marble
die

another explanation for the relatively late development of a theory
of probability and statistics is that until relatively recent times events in
the world were viewed as being random or predetermined the greeks
and romans viewed the world as being partly determined by chance
with the gods and goddesses having some control over the outcome of
events A contrasting view is often attributed to early christianity before
the reformation the notion of a deterministic world without random-
ness or chance appears to have been quite common 7 both of these views
of the occurrence of events in the world would discourage the careful
analysis of random events that is at the very core of modem statistics 8

it is interesting to note that the bible book of mormon and
doctrine and covenants contain references to the use of drawing lots as
a method of making decisions as well as providing a way for the
expression of gods will the jewish talmud also includes many
references to the use of lots one of the more interesting is the description
of the division of israel among the twelve tribes As reported by hasofernasoferHasofer
the procedure was as follows eleazar wore the arimurim and thummimThummim
while joshua and all of israel stood before him an um containing the
names of the twelve tribes and an um containing descriptions of the
boundaries were placed before him animated by the holy spirit he
announced the name of a tribe and the name of a territory then he shook
the urns and drew out the name of the tribe from one and the territorial
description from the other this procedure was repeated for each of the
tribes it is interesting that the results of the drawing were reported to
have been announced prior to the drawing and that at least one source
reports that the drawings from the two umsams involved two priests these
elaborate preparations were to emphasize that the results were the
outcome of divine will 9

two other excellent references to the history and development of
probability would be the books by hacking and maistrovmaistronMaistrov 010o

WHERE DO OUR MODERN statistical MODELS COME
FROM AND HOW ARE THEY USED

the development of formal statistical models began in the late
seventeenth century some of the early developments were motivated by
problems in astronomy andphysics the participants in this development
represented many disciplines and a list of the contributors reads like a
whoschos who in the world of science including euler edgeworth
demoivre galton gauss laplace legendre and maxwell among
others these contributions arose out of an attempt to build models that
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would more accurately describe some phenomenon and use the available
data more efficiently to make decisions in the face of uncertainty the
notion of probability or distribution functions provides the theoretical
bedrock or foundation for these efforts

the distribution or density function is used to visually depict the
relative frequency likelihood or probability that an event will occur
some important concepts are humorously depicted in figure 1 drawn by
ron bell in this figure those above 90 percent receive As those
between 80 and 90 percent receive Bs and so on the corresponding
areas under the curve indicate the fraction of students receiving the
various grades this particular distribution is symmetric with both tails
having the same shape and thickness

the shape and location of these distribution functions is very
important in statistics for example in 1986 the average starting salary
was almost 28000 for a student with a bachelors degree in engineering
and 16000 for those graduating with a bachelors in social and
recreation work figure 2 visually illustrates that not everyone received
the same salary however there is a 12000 difference between the
average starting salaries for the two majors if steve young had majored
in recreation work and graduated in a class of fifty the average salary for
that major would be approximately 36000 as indicated in figure 3 if
the graduating class was smaller and only included eight students then
the average starting salary would be approximately 136000 per year
figure 4 illustrates a distribution with a thick tail to the right and is said
to be skewed to the right starting salaries for MBAs exhibit this same
behavior with a few students offered in excess of 70000 per year

figure 4 provides a different example the grade inflation issue at
BYU can be viewed as a distribution that has a thick tail to the left and
is said to be skewed to the left this can be due either to professors who
are too lenient or to a relatively large group of excellent students

the shape of the distribution whether it is skewed or not and the
thickness of the tails have very important consequences when we attempt
to model uncertainty for example many students seem to feel that their
entire futures depend upon the shape of the curve used in determining
final grades the thickness of the tail indicates the probability of large
deviations from the mean one can imagine that this would not only be
of interest to students but to a portfolio manager who is interested in
large returns right tail but is also concerned about the likelihood of large
losses left tail

important statistical distributions developed before the twentieth
century include the uniform binomial normal beta double exponential
or laplace chi square lognormallognormal students t and pearsons skew
distributions I1 will not be exhaustive in my coverage of these distribu-
tions however some fascinating stories are behind the development of
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some of these models I1 will briefly trace the evolution of a few statistical
distributions and focus on their shapes I1 will not address normative
issues associated with the shapes of the distributions that arise in various
applications

FIGURE 5
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one of the first statistical distributions to be observed and mathe-
maticallymatically modeled is the uniform distribution shown in figure 5 this
distribution appeared as an estimate of an empirical law in some of
halleysballeysHalleys data on human mortality demoivre formalized the distri-
bution in his treatise on life annuities 12 the model suggests equally
likely outcomes of an event over a finite interval and the average or
expected value of the event is at the midpoint of the interval

the famous bell shaped curve the normal probability distribution
with various possible shapes is shown in figure 6 distributions with
different means and variances 0aaoa22 are shown in 1733 demoivre
first obtained the normal distribution as an approximation to binomial
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distribution 13 only later was it found to provide an excellent fit to many
types of data 14 this density was often called the law of frequency of
error and is one of the most commonly used distributions in statistics
the workhorse of statistics the mean or average value of a normally
distributed variable corresponds to the highest point on the curve and it
is important to note that the distribution is symmetric about the mean

FIGURE 6
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it is difficult to assess the impact the normal distribution has had on
theoretical and applied statistics however the potential of the normal
distribution was recognized early in 1889 francis galton wrote in his
famous book natural inheritance 1I have known of scarcely anything
so apt to impress the imagination as the wonderful formfonn of cosmic order
expressed by the law offrequency oferror normal the law would
have been personified by the greeks and deidelfiedfied if they had known of
it 111515 historically the development of the normal distribution or theory
of errors was particularly associated with astronomy but it is now widely
used in many disciplines 16
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however the normal has two important shortcomings many data
are not symmetrically distributed and some distributions have a higher
frequency of outliers or thicker tails than permitted by the normal in fact
it seems that skewed distributions are often the rule rather than the
exception for many economic data two distributions that permit thicker
tails than the normal are the laplace and students t distributions

FIGURE 7
normal and laplace
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in 1774 laplace derived the double exponential or laplace distri-
bution from figure 7 we see that the laplace distribution like the
normal is symmetric about the mean but is more peaked near the mean
and has thicker tails both of the distributions in figure 7 have the same
variance an interesting personal note about laplace is that he was one
of napoleon vonapartesbonapartesBonapartes instructors and had interesting public and
scientific careers he served as minister of the interior in 1799 and later
as a member of the french senate laplace was a productive scholar until
his death at the age of seventy eight and has been referred to as frances
most illustrious scientist of the eighteenth century he was eulogized by
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poisson as the newton of france 17 one biography suggested that if
publish or perish were literally true laplace would be alive today

the problem of thick tailed data led to the development of another
statistical model that came from the guinness brewery in ireland

FIGUREFIGURES8
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the t distribution is another distribution that is symmetric but permits
thicker tails than the normal the smaller the degrees of freedom the
thicker the tails the normal distribution is a limiting case of the t
distribution for large degrees of freedom this distribution was derived
by william gosset gosset 1876 1937 graduated from oxford in
chemistry and mathematics and was hired by the guinness brewery to
study the production of beer and to investigate the relationship between
the quality of the brew and the conditions of production the normal
distribution did not have thick enough tails to provide an accurate
description gosset derived the famous t distribution and published his
findings anonymously under the name student in 1908 since he didnt
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use his real name he must not have been worried about tenure or
promotion at the brewery gosset worked at the brewery until three years
before his death and his most important contributions in statistics were
motivated by a desire to solve problems encountered at the brewery

while these distributions helped with the problem of thick tails
neither provided a model for the positively skewed distributions that are
so common in empirical work the lognormallognormal is a very important
distribution for data that are skewed to the right

FIGURE 9
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in 1879 francis galton presented a paper before the royal statis-
tical society in which he stated my purpose is to show that an
assumption which lies at the basis of the well known law of frequency
of error the normal is incorrect in many groups of vital and social
phenomena 18 he then proposed the lognormallognormal distribution for such
data if data are distributed as the lognormallognormal distribution then the
natural logarithms of the data will be normally distributed this
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distribution is positively skewed with a long tail to the right and has been
used extensively to model the distribution of income particle size in
engineering and also in medicine the lognormallognormal can approximate the
normal in some instances but it cannot model negatively skewed data
and often does not have thick enough tails

in spite of the problems of asymmetric and thick tailed data
the normal was often used rather uncritically until the early 1900s
karl pearson among others was very concerned about the shortcomings
of the normal distribution and derived a system of distribution functions
that permitted much greater flexibility than the normal pearson recorded
in 1895 that edgeworth had come to him about two years earlier with
some skew price curves and asked if he could discover any way of
handling skewness pearson reports 1I went to him in about a fortnight
and said I1 think I1 have got a solution out here is the equation and told
him my chief discoveries I1 further said I1 dont intend to publish till I1 have
illustrated every point from practical statistics 19 this system of distri-
bution functions is still important today and includes the t distribution
gamma beta and others as special cases

in summary the question of whether the normal fits the data well
is important in many applications there have been many attempts to
address questions about normality skewness or symmetry and the
width of tails as measured by what is referred to as kurtosis the
laplace and t distributions provide some additional flexibility for the
problem of the tails the lognormallognormal and pearson skew distributions
provide an approach for the skewness problem issues surrounding these
developments have evolved over more than two hundred years and find
roots in many disciplines

the computationalthecomputational aspects of statistical analysis have been a major
obstacle until fairly recent times As an example of the time consuming
nature of complex calculations the research for karl pearsons book
tables oftheodtheof the incomplete beta function was begun in 1922 and the book
was not published until ten years later in 1932 the dramatic changes in
our ability to do complicated calculations that have occurred in recent
years were unanticipated by many for example charles H duell of the
US patent office is reported to have suggested in 1899 that everything
that can be invented has been invented and even discussed closing the
patent office thomas J watson chairman of the board of IBM declared
in 1943 1I1 think there is a world market for about five computers
popular mechanics reported in march 1947 where a calculator on the
ENIAC is equipped with 18000 vacuum tubes and weighs 30 tons
computers in the future may have only 1000 tubes and perhaps weigh
only 1.51515 tons 1192020

today a twenty pound portable computer has greater capacity than
many of the large early computers that had to be kept in air conditioned
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environments because of the heat generated by the thousands of vacuum
tubes and the sensitivity of the circuits to the physical environment
these recent developments in computer hardware and software have
facilitated rapid progress in disciplines that are dependent upon
numerous or complicated computations many new statistical models
have been developed the estimation and analysis of many of these
models is often very complicated or impossible without the use of the
computer we now turn to some of these new distributions

NEW distribution FUNCTIONS

some ofmy recent research has dealt with very flexible distribution
functions if the wrong distribution function is selected one can obtain
very peculiar results for example if a normal distribution is fitted to
highly skewed empirical data important results can be in error and
misleading

the new distributions will be referred to as generalized beta of the
first type gb1GB1 generalized beta of the second type GBgb22 and gener-
alized t GT distributions the formulas for the distributions are given
in table 2

TABLE 2
generalized distributions

MODEL DENSITY FUNCTION

gb1 aypaapayclyb811 yb aq 1 oyb0ybcyb
bapbpqpbcpqb

gb2 ayapay 1 OY
bpbpqlybapgbbcpqxyb3

GT p toyooooyoooo yoo
2bq 11pbipq1PB leqlpq 1 iylbppplylbplp

these distributions are relatively friendly equations as compared to
many equations in mathematics and statistics

the gb2g132 or generalized beta of the second type has been
considered before by mathai and saxena 1966 and prentice 1975
however this distribution was not widely known at that time was
independently obtained by several researchers in the early 1980s and has
received considerable attention during the last couple of years the first
applications of the gb2g132 to empirical data were done at BYU the GB I11
and GT do not appear in the literature and were developed at BYU
and also have important applications in a number of different disci-
plines 21 the shapes of these distributions are extremely flexible and
address many of the criticisms of the normal in particular the issues of
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symmetry and thickness of the tails for example the gb2 includes four
parameters a b p and q and changes in these can accommodate four
different types of movement of the distribution these movements and
flexibility are depicted in the following figures increasing the parameter
6aaa a makes the distribution more peaked

FIGURE 10
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increasing the parameter b shifts the distribution to the right

FIGURE 11
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increasing the parameter p tends to make the right tail thicker and the
distribution more skewed to the right

FIGURE 12
gb2 when p increases
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increasing the value of q makes the left tail thicker and the distribution
more skewed to the left

FIGURE 13
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in order to fit a distribution to a set ofdata we use the computer to
adjust the values of a b p and q and move the graph of the distribution
until it fits the empirical data well adjustments of this kind would not
have been feasible until recently but computer programs have been
developed to perform this estimation
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figure 14 illustrates the flexibility of the general distributions in a
different way in this figure each square or box corresponds to a
different distribution the connecting lines indicate special cases the
GB 1 gb2 and GT can be seen to include many distributions as special
cases the GB I1 and gb2 include the normal N lognormallognormal LN
gamma GA and weibull W as special cases the generalized t GT
includes the laplace normal t and others as special cases when I1
presented this material at a seminar at princeton someone asked if my
mormon background had motivated me to represent the relationships in
the formforin of a genealogy tree

the three general distributions include almost all of those used
before as special cases and are extremely flexible in shape by using the
flexible or general distributions in empirical work we can avoid
imposing unrealistic assumptions associated with some of the special
cases the more general distributions will also fit any data set at least as
well as any of the special cases in the applications to be considered in the
next section I1 will focus on the gb2 but each of these three general
distributions has important applications

before turning to the applications in the next section I1 will briefly
indicate how the generalized t can be used in regression analysis or
curve fitting figure 15 depicts a common statistical problem that was
involved in the solution of three important scientific problems in the
eighteenth century obtaining a mathematical model of the motion of the
moon determining the shape of the earth and explaining the accelera-
tion and deceleration of saturn and jupiter with each of these problems
data were available that did not exactly conform to what was implied by
the underlying models the question can be visualized as trying to best
fit a straight line to a set of data that do not lie on a straight line one
approach is to delete problem data points as in figure 15 but even
then the remaining data points will not lie on a straight line euler 1749
did not employ any statistical techniques he simply noted that there was
not an exact solution and moved on to consider different problems
boscovich 1755 1775 and laplace 1785 proposed fitting a line that
minimized the sum of absolute values of the vertical distances
between the line and the observations this procedure is based upon the
laplace distribution legendre 1805 proposed selecting the line that
minimized the sum of squares of the vertical distances this method is
known today as least squares gauss 1809 1823 proposed the same
procedure and showed that this method is based upon the normal the
literature contains a rather lengthy and heated exchange between
gauss and legendre as to who first discovered the method of least
squares since the generalized t includes both the normal and laplace
distributions it provides a generalization of both of these methods of
estimation 22
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applications

we will now consider three applications of the gb2 the distribu-
tion of family income the distribution of coal particle size in coal
combustion and the distribution of stock prices in each of these
applications we are not only interested in the mean or average value
but also in the dispersion or variance the skewness and thickness of the
tails

income distribution

some of my early research involving statistical distributions was
prompted by an interest in the distribution of income issues surrounding
the distribution of income have attracted a great deal of attention from
many economists and politicians particularly since world war 11II this
is evidenced by considerable discussion of the impact of existing and
potential economic policies upon various income classes in order to
provide answers to some of these questions it is important to be able to
quantify measures of income inequality in a useful manner and to
investigate the relationship between these measures and important
underlying macroeconomicmicroeconomicmacroeconomic and policy variables it is also important to
note that the distribution of income can have an impact upon the
performance of the economy

many studies have considered these and related questions these
studies have often been based upon distributions that did not provide a
good fit to the data or that used measures not sensitive to underlying
changes in the distribution for example the data usually utilized in such
studies are in a grouped format such as the distribution for family incomeincome
for 1980 shown in figure 16 this is in the form of a bar graph with the
areas of each bar representing the fraction of families in each income
interval
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if a lognormallognormal distribution is used we obtain the fitted curve in
figure 17 the lognormallognormal fits some areas quite well but not others note
for example that the lognormallognormal is too peaked near the center of the
distribution

FIGURE 17
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richard butler and I1 used the more general gb2 to fit family
income data for the thirty three year period from 1948 to 1980 223 the
results in figure 18 demonstrate that the gb2 is much more flexible and
provides a significantly better fit than the lognormallognormal

FIGURE 18
1980 income lognormalLognormal and 6112
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given these fitted distributions measures of inequality and other
characteristics can be easily investigated in figure 19 for example the
shaded area on the left represents the fraction of families with incomes
less than 12300 in 1980 the shaded area on the right denotes the
fraction of families with incomes greater than 50000 in 1980

FIGURE 19

1980 income distribution using gb2
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since we are looking at incomes for more than thirty years it is important
to adjust for inflation in order to represent real purchasing power all
incomes will be converted to 1967 dollars these adjustments for 1980
are represented at the bottom of figure 20 thus 5000 in 1967 has
approximately the same purchasing power as 12300 in 1980 and
20000 in 1967 is equivalent to approximately 50000 in 1980

we now consider how these distributions have moved over the
thirty three year period from 1948 to 1980 we consider all families
white families and black families

FIGURE 20
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figure 20 reports income characteristics for all families over this
time period the gini coefficient is a measure of overall inequality the
small changes in this measure of inequality mask much larger changes in
some other measures of economic wellbeingwell being for example the fraction
of the population with incomes less than 5000 1967 dollars has
steadily decreased from 60 percent in 1948 to less than 30 percent in the
late 1970s remember that these figures have been adjusted for inflation
and represent real purchasing power the fraction of the population with
incomes less than 20000 1967 dollars has declined slightly from
99 percent to 95 percent in 1980 the area between the 5000 and
20000 lines represents a broad measure of the middle class we see that

the middle class with incomes between 5000 and 20000 has
increased from 38 percent to 66 percent for this period
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it is interesting to compare the distribution of family incomes for

blacks and whites

FIGURE 21
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figure 21 reports similar information for black families we see
that overall income inequality decreases slightly during the mid to late
1960s and then increases gradually the equal employment oppor-
tunity and affirmative action programs began in the mid 1960s the
fraction of black families with incomes less than 5000 1967 dollars
has decreased dramatically over this period from 85 percent to 45 percent
in 1980 thus 55 percent of black families had incomes above the 5000
level by 1980
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FIGURE 22
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income inequality for white families has been relatively constant
over this time period again there are changes in the distribution that this
statistic does not reflect white families with incomes less than 5000
1967 dollars decreased from 55 percent to 22 percent and those with

incomes greater than 20000 1967 dollars increased from about
1 percent to 8 percent thus by 1980 78 percent of white families had
incomes greater than 5000 1967 dollars compared with 55 percent of
black families

it should be apparent that there have been considerable movements
of the distributions of income for blacks and whites over time and both
groups are better off but how have these two distributions moved
relative to each other
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FIGURE 23
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figure 23 depicts a measure of the distance between the income
distribution for white and black families we observe that there are large
reductions in the distance between the two distributions this represents
very large changes in the economic wellbeingwell being of black families relative
to white families over the entire time period these changes predate the
social legislation of the logos and continue through the 1970s what
factors seem to be associated with these movements

1 economic growth is an important factor and is associated with
increased equality for blacks and whites this appears to result from
increasing the fraction of families with incomes greater than 5000
1967 dollars more than it increases the fraction of families with

incomes greater than 20000 1967 dollars in other words growth
appears to be associated with everyone being better off but relatively
speaking the lower income families are helped the most

2 on the other hand inflation tends to increase income inequality
inflation decreases real income or purchasing power especially for
those with relatively fixed incomes inflation was seen to increase the
fraction of families with incomes less than 5000 1967 dollars

3 government expenditure transfer payments and equal employment
opportunity legislation appeared to have little impact on the distribu-
tion of income for whites but it did help shift blacks above the 5000
level

in summary we have found important changes in the distribution
of income over time with a narrowing of the disparity between the
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income distributions for black and white families inflation and
economic growth have an impact on the distribution of income govern-
ment programs have been helpful in improving the economic wellbeingwell being
of blacks

distribution of coal particle size

distributions of the size of coal particles are important in coal
combustion I1 worked with dale richards philip smith and bill sowa
in analyzing the distribution of sizes of pulverized coal 24 this is related
to a multimillionmulti million dollar research grant received by the advanced
combustion research center at BYU this project is directed by
L douglas smoot who is investigating ways to make coal bum more
efficiently pulverized coal has been used as a fuel for commercial
combustion since the late 1800s and currently accounts for a major
portion of the power generated by electric utilities pulverized coal
combustion requires grinding coal into very small sizes and then mixing
it with steam or oxygen in a combustion chamber the mixture is burned
creating steam that generates electricity the distribution of particle size
is important to the efficiency and operation of the furnace small particle
sizes are important to insure rapid ignition and some larger particle sizes
are needed to obtain maximum combustion efficiency the combustion
research center has built computer simulation models thirty thousand
lines of fortran code fifteen CPU hourscasehourscase to determine the relation-
ship between the distribution of the size of coal particles other inputs
and the electricity generated and related pollution

the distribution of coal particle size is used in these computer
simulation models an accurate model of the distribution of particle size
is needed the lognormallognormal has been one of the most widely used models
to date since coal particle size distributions can have many possible
shapes the additional flexibility of the gb2 may be very useful over a
wide range of conditions in figures 24 and 25 we see two examples in
figure 24 the LN and the 0132 both provide a good fit in figure 25 the
gb2 provides a much better fit than the lognormallognormal the gb2 will always
do at least as well as any of its special cases
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FIGURE 25
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the results of this study suggest that the distribution does matter
furthermore it may be possible using this methodology to help deter-
mine optimum particle distributions

distribution of stock prices and returns

the last application deals the distribution of stock prices the form
of the distribution of returns on securities and portfolios is important for
several reasons the distribution of returns or profits or losses on a
security determines the expected or average return as well as reflecting
the risk in the investment the probabilities of large deviations from the
mean may be much different for one security than for another these
factors are of major interest and concern to brokerage firms and those
with investment responsibilities the world of finance has simul-
taneously become more complicated and exciting with the introduction
of new financial instruments options are commonplace as are terms
such as puts and calls hedges and stop loss orders and options on stock
market indices an investor in this new environment is still faced with the
assessment of unknown probabilities about the likelihood of the future
price of a security or other financial instrument increasing or decreasing
by a certain amount the famous black scholes option pricing formula
is an example of an effort to assess these probabilities in order to do so
it is important to be ableabie to accurately describe the shape of the
distribution of prices or returns

price changes are often assumed to be distributed as a normal or
lognormallognormal 25 A number of studies have shown that daily stock returns
have distributions that are more peaked than the normal or lognormallognormal and
also assign higher probabilities of large returns or losses than the
normal 26 in other words the tails of the normal or lognormallognormal are not
thick enough studies of monthly returns suggest distributions that are
slightly skewed to the right I1 am currently investigating these distribu-
tions in more detail and considering some related issues with richard
bookstaber and ray nelson

in studying the distribution of daily returns the gb2 provides a
much better fit than the lognormallognormal in almost all of the cases considered
figure 26 shows the distribution of daily returns for five hundred
observations on the stock compugraphic the returns are calculated by
dividing todays price by yesterdays price and will equal one if there is
no change in the price the returns are roughly centered around one
which means that on average the price changes are approximately zero
however there are some large increases and decreases over the time
period as is reflected in the variation of the distribution sometimes
exceeding 15 percent in one day the empirical data are seen to have a
distribution that is more peaked near the mean and has thicker tails than
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the lognormallognormaL recall that the lognormallognormal is too peaked for the income
data the gb2 fits the data remarkably well throughout the entire range 2721

FIGURE 26
stock returns with lognormalLognormal and gb2
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we are also analyzing the thedistributiondistribution of seven years of monthly
data on approximately one thousand stocks listed on the new york stock
exchange CRSP tapes the mean variance skewness and a measure
of thickness of the tails have been calculated for each of the stocks figure
27 contains a summary of these calculations

FIGURE 27
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the columns allow for positive or negative skewness as well as
symmetric distributions the rows correspond to different thickness
of the tails with the normal providing the bench mark the central
block containing 60 percent corresponds to returns that are roughly
normally distributed two standard deviations there is a significant
occurrence of distributions of returns that are thick tailed and skewed
approximately 30 percent of the stocks have distributions that are
significantly positively skewed and about the same percentage have tails
much thicker than the normal the gb2 distribution provides a signifi-
cantly better fit to the distributions of these returns than the normal or
lognormallognormal distributions 28

these results provide strong evidence that there are models which
provide a better fit to stock returns than the commonly used models A
number of methods of analysis used in finance are implicitly based upon
assumptions of normality or lognormalitynormalitylog of returns these include
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methods such as the black scholes formula for determining the value of
options as well as methods of estimating the risk of a stock or portfolio
as represented by the betas the results from both of these methods are
sensitive to the underlying distribution of returns statistical distribu-
tions provide the basis for some exciting research in many areas in
finance

I1 have found statistical distributions and their various applications
to be an exciting area to study I1 believe this work has important appli-
cations in many areas As I1 reflected on this I1 came across a statement
made by francis galton in the introduction to his book natural inheri-
tance which expresses my feelings about the topic and provides a fitting
note to end on

the road to be traveled over isis full of interest of its own it familiarizes us
with the measurement of variability and with the curiouscurious laws of chance
that apply to a vast diversity of social subjects this part of the inquiry may
be said to run along a road on a high level that affords wide viewsviews inin
unexpected directions and from which easy descents may be made to totally
different goals to those we have now to reach I1 have a great subject to write
uponupon2919
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tracings in blue

above the nevada sky
deep wild open
bigger than earth
more solid than sagebrush
above that landlock flat
white streams of jet tails
stretch squirm
as though a child with old crayons
in hand had scribbled them there
tracings in blue

their directions are lost
all headings gone with
wind sky and time
creaming into waxing glaze
their distances fade
the proud plumages
of purpose of deliberate
and firm direction
merge after the hours gone
into the cumulonimbus of december
reach fade and are gone
tracings blurring into blue

virginia E baker

virginia E baker is a poet living in provo utah
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DAVIS BITTON and MAUREEN URSENBACH BEECHER eds
new views ofmormonof mormon history essays in honor ofleonardjofleonardLeonardJleonary J arrington
salt lake city university of utah press 1987 480 ppap 199519.951995

reviewed by stan L albrecht dean of the college of family home and social sciences
brigham young university

writing reviews of scholarly books for professional journals is
generally viewed as an important part of ones role in the academic
community As a historiannonhistoriannon however it was difficult to approach the
invitation to prepare a review on a series of historical essays without
some degree of trepidation fortunately the activity of reading this book
soon became such an enjoyable exercise that other tasks were set aside
in order to finish and anxieties about commenting on it became less
burdensome

new views of mormon history is a compilation of twenty essays
including the introduction by coeditor davis bitton and the bibliog-

raphy at the end prepared by david whittaker published in honor of
leonard J arrington it would be quite inappropriate to review such an
effort without first saying something about the man in whose honor it is
written

davis bittonsbittensBittons introduction begins with the statement that
leonard james arrington is the single most important mormon

historian of this generation vii I1 know no one who would dispute that
claim his career has been long and distinguished As one examines the
history of any scientific discipline or field of study one can generally
identify a handful of scholars often a very small handful whose impact
has been of great magnitude and whose contribution will influence that
field far into the future arrington is such a scholar his work provides
a model for future generations of historians and others who will continue
to attempt to illuminate the mormon past leonards vigor productivity
and single mindedness to the accomplishment of good social science
make him a standout

of particular interest to this reviewer is the breadth of leonards
impact on the larger social science community he is of course claimed
by the historians nevertheless he began as an economist and his
background and training in economics has informed much ofhis research
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and writing but his publications also have much to say about sociology
and even anthropology for example great basin kingdom considered
by many to be his most important work provides an interesting socio-
logical and cultural case study of the development of a highly structured
community guided at least at the beginning by a plan for self
sufficiency and strong centralized control both the biographical essay
at the beginning of new views ofmormonof mormon history and the bibliography
at the end reflect clearly the breadth of this influence

how about the book itself it is always difficult to really assess a
volume such as this it obviously has many dimensions the most
important of these is that each individual essay represents a clear tribute
to a highly respected colleague several of the contributions are original
with this volume others have been previously presented in other forums
all have been presented by their authors as something they would like to
include in a volume prepared to recognize leonard

the book is divided into four basic sections the first deals with
aspects of history and theology in early mormonism it includes essays
by richard bushman on the role of the book of mormon in early
mormon history dean jessee on some of the prison experiences of early
mormon leaders tom alexander on the importance of the concept of
covenants in joseph smiths theology and david whittaker on the
historical background to the development of the articles of faith this
set of authors represents a group of scholars who are among the most
productive of the generation that follows leonard each provides new
and interesting insight on a different but important aspect of the early
years of mormonism

the second section of the book focuses on the mormon church and
its members both in utah and abroad this section constitutes a real
potpourri it ranges from essays dealing with the formalization or
attempts at formalization of policy and doctrine william G hartley on
localizing responsibility for tithing collection and dean may on how the
bishops of salt lake city effectively subverted efforts to urbanize the
united order to case studies of life in salt lake cityscites thirteenth ward
ronald W walker and growing up in the farm community of union
gordon irving it includes an essay on LDS education in the pacific

islands by R lanier britsch and one on the use ofnon english languages
in the church by richard jensen it also includes two very fine essays
reflecting the role of women in the early utah church by carol madsen
and jill derr the first of these details the role of early mormon
sisterhood in partisan politics and the second looks at changes in the
relief society with the establishment of the church welfare program

the third section includes three articles on mormon gentile
relations the late eugene campbell discusses the conflict that occurred
and to some extent is still evident between the effort of the mormonscormons
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to establish the kingdom of god and the needs and expectations of the
larger american nation richard poll details the important symbiotic
relationship that exists between utah and the mormonscormonsMormons and jan shipps
provides an insightful discussion about moving beyond the stereotypes
in mormon and non mormon communities

finally the last section is entitled mormonism in the larger
perspective and includes essays by D michael quinn on parallels
between mormonscormons and early anabaptists paul edwards on time in
mormon history jim allenalienailen on important authors of works having to do
with mormon history and david whittaker with a final detailed bibliog-
raphy of leonard arringtonsarlingtonsarlingtonnArringArling tons work

As is always the case inin an effort such as this the essays are
somewhat uneven in quality and contribution however since such a
range of topics is covered virtually any connoisseur of mormon history
will find something of interest here As james B alienallenailen notes some
publications have the impact on the reader of a sleeping pill despite the
unevenness of theessaysthe essays none had that effect here whatever else this
volume might represent it constitutes a lasting tribute to a friend
colleague mentor teacher leader and pioneer it also contains within its
pages a set of diverse but generally important contributions to the
continuing effort of a growing number of scholars to assist us all in better
understanding the mormon past

DEAN HUGHES the mormon church A basic history salt lake
city deseret book co 1986 219 ppap 109510.951095

reviewed by paul H peterson an assistant professor of religion and church history at
brigham young university

can a history of the church be written that blends faith and
humanity in a package that will satisfy the diverse surveyors of LDS
history probably not can a fine stylist even though his intended
audience is unsophisticated in historical matters provide an adequate
survey of LDS history in just two hundred pages I1 doubt it but dean
hughes author of several popular books for children and youth has
made a commendable effort and achieved a modicum of success

indeed if I1 had stopped reading after an hour or so I1 would
have concluded that hughes did very well his writing is lean and crisp
the initial chapters are cohesive and tight for a nonspecialist he
demonstrates an impressive acquaintance with the basic outlines
themes and challenges of LDS history likely a good deal of his
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historical maturity was supplied by his advisors historians larry C
porter and david whittaker a fact that hughes graciously acknowledges
in the preface

despite expert advisement there are a fair number of factual errors
suspect interpretations and unfortunate omissions and occasionally I1
wondered if hughes paid sufficient attention to his mentors by citing
only parley P pratts description of josephs revelatory approach
4545646 hughes left readers with the impression that all the prophets

revelation came tightly bundled in a precise package never to be
rewrapped the notion that sydney never recovered from his head
thumping in 1832 47 is speculative and josephs prophetic genius in
predicting the outbreak of the civil war 54 might have been overstated
1I think there are better examples attesting to josephs prophetic calling
in discussing martyrdompremartyrdompre conditions and tensions hughes could have
stated that while the saints had legal precedent to prevent the publication
of the expositor it was probably a mistake to destroy the press his
discussion of the manifesto era was shallow and lacked the verve and
candor that characterized his treatment of sensitive themes in earlier
chapters in fairness to the author it should be stated that a good many
errors and shortcomings were likely due to the obvious space constraints
under which he had to work

perhaps a more serious defect is the omission of two fundamental
themes central to understanding the mormon experience and which need
to be included even in a historical primer the first is a consideration of
the impact of millennial expectations on the course ofofldsoflasLDS history in the
nineteenth century certainly some of what mormonscormons said and did is
more clearly understood within a millennial framework the second is an
examination ofhow the different aims of monmormonmonnonnon society and american
society led to conflict readers should understand that a good deal but
not all of the animosity and misunderstanding between mormonscormons and
non mormonscormons in the nineteenth century was due to their pursuing
contradictory objectives in practicing plural marriage theocratic
government and communitarian economics the saints were running
against the grain of american history

clearly the most glaring deficiency in the book is the superficial
treatment afforded church history after the joseph smith era again I1
would emphasize that editorial restrictions probably account for this As
it is the nauvoo chapter is markedly weaker than the earlier ones on
new york ohio and missouri and from that point on the quality and
value of the book lessons almost correspondingly with each chapter by
the time the reader reaches the twentieth century history is going by as
quickly as telephone poles do in high speed driving the adadministrationsministrations
of lorenzo snow and joseph F smith managed to swoosh by in just ten
pages union now
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fortunately there are manymariymarly strengths and while they do not
completely counterbalance the shortcomings they do make the book
worth reading I1 have already indicated that the first few chapters are very
good they are good in part because for hughes people are larger and
more important than the events they participate in thus hughes chose
to go beyond a factual narrative and clothe his characters with flesh and
feelings there were poignant human interest stories interspersed
throughout I1 felt empathy when agnes smith trudged three miles
through the snow with two little children 93 and sadness for sister
downey who died and was wrapped in a quilt and buried on the plains
92 1I was both amused and touched at little mary ann praying for father

brigham before going to bed 128 properly hughes did not feel that
inspiration and humanness were mutually exclusive and for the most
part joseph brigham and the early saints walked the same turf that we
do thus we find joseph smith becoming comfortable with the idea of
being a prophet 34 missouri saints causing some of their own
problems 50 and joseph making an honest reasonable but ultimately
wrong decision in forming the kirtland safety society 78 at the same
time hughes never allowed human frailty to upstage the commitment
inspiration and divine direction of both church leaders and lay saints
this is by nearly any criterion a faith promoting work

and despite its inadequacies basic history does fill the
publishers intent of providing a brief and inspiring introduction to the
history of the church for newcomers and young converts it fulfills that
need better than any volume thus far its just unfortunate hughes could
not have stretched out a bit and given post joseph smith history its just
due

WILLIAM G HARTLEY they are my friends A history of the
joseph knight family 1825 1850 provo grandin book co 1986
232 ppap 185018.501850

reviewed by larry C porter director church history religious studies center
brigham young university

even though ive read and reread they are my friends there still
remains a pair of mysteries I1 had hoped the text might resolve first is the
unfindable nahum son of joseph knight sr who literally disappears

from the nauvoo scene knight family genealogists have agonized over
his whereabouts and historians have tried a hand still he remains lost
and elusive nahum drops out of sight with wife thankful and a progeny
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of seven did he die had disillusionment set in he doesnt exist in
family records after the illinois period and external sources yield
nothing either nahum knight is a nagging void that needs to be solved

second mystery whatever happened to emily coburn slade
austin sister of sally coburn knight and niece of joseph knight sr
emily author of the exposeexpos6exposi mormonism or life among the mormonscormons
madison wis cantwell book and job printer 1882 similarly dis-

appears in later years from the wisconsin scene what was her final
disposition was austin only a pseudonym she did disguise
partially at least many of the true life characters depicted in her volume
where did she spend her last moments emilysemiles book gives invaluable
information on certain events in the earliest history of mormonism are
additional insights to be gleaned at her trails end

aside from not resolving these personal inquiries of mine william
hartley has done a very fine job of expanding the vista of the knight
family and their indelible impression on the church at its inception

in assembling family histories researchers tend naturally to accen-
tuate the positive and deemphasize or eliminate the negative bill hartley
told me that he had been given personal freedom to praise the family
where deserving and to identify problem areas when they arose so I1
rattled around in the closet to see what pieces might fall out during a

period so charged with the diversity as the knights experienced
perpetual harmony and bliss were not likely therefore the query does
the book realistically include the troubles as well as the successes
hartley strikes an equitable and informative balance he does not spare
the initial skepticism of newel and nahum knight of the prophet joseph
smiths message he does not temper difficulties between newel and his
brother joseph between newel and his brother in law freeborn
demille between newel and aunt electa peck and between newel and
the colesvilleColesville branch also the momentary estrangementsestrangements from the
church of benjamin slade and william Stringstringhamharn are described the
author might also have included the episode of aaron slade jr son of
molly knight slade who got as far as buffalo turned back and lived
out his life on the chemung the value of investigating these family
adversities may not lie so much in their enumeration per se as in the
ability of the knights to find solutions to their problems and yet continue
to function in the midst of such vicissitudes in any instance the reader
may anguish with the knights during both the best and the worst of times

among the single contributions of the knights must be the
legacy of personal writings they left descriptions of key periods in
church history joseph knight sr s recollections newel knights
journals joseph knight jr s incidents lydia knights history
and emily austinsakstinsAustins life among the mormonscormonsMormons all are priceless
segments of information not available in any other source the
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rediscovery of joseph knight sr s recollections by dean jessee
has created a flurry of interested scrutiny however newel knights
journals a particularly important resource have remained compara-
tively untapped william hartley has generously spread the significant
findings from these records throughout the volume

although many readers will focus on the knights as they interact
with the prophet joseph in the formative days of new york a most
impressive sequence is the pilgrimage of the colesvillelesvilleCo branch from
broome county new york via thompson ohio to kaw Ttownshipownship
missouri I1 was especially captivated by the vividness of the missouri
persecutions as they unfold through the eyes of family members the
knights became in effect a prototype of all those hundreds of saints who
were bodily thrust from jackson to clay county from clay to caldwell
county and later from the state the personal descriptions and notarized
statements that express their sufferings and losses become an index to the
difficulties that whole mass of exiled people experienced

newel knight was a miller by trade whenever time and oppor-
tunity presented themselves during his perpetual migration from one
location to the next he constructed a mill his efforts supplied a basic
need for the saints and served to better his own circumstances they are
my friends documents an important aspect of social history a mormon
businessman is continually frustrated in his designs by a succession of
upheavals this sequel is particularly well illustrated in illinois where
newel is again forced to endure the complexities of closing down his
operation and moving once more

from moroni to miller this volume takes us through the first
period of angelic visits in western new york to the vanguard camp of
bishop george miller in unorganized territory the little understood
advance company of 1846 newel knights special assignment by
president young within that company its settlement at ponca on the
niobraraNiobrara the role of james emmett and the bartyspartys eventual return to
winter quarters in 1847 are among the most illuminating features of the
book william hartley has successfully demonstrated that being on the
ponca was not in itself an act of rebellion despite dissident spirits in the
camp

the knight family can rightly claim many notable contributions to
the establishment of the church the knights gave generously of their
material holdings and very literally their lives for the restored gospel
the high mortality rate of the immediate and extended family was
undoubtedly increased by their association with the unpopular mormon
cause hartley graphically portrays their losses along the way joseph
smith recognizing these sacrifices extolled their loyalty both publicly
and in his personal writings the prophet willingly acknowledged the
knights as his friends
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As director of BYU family history and genealogy research
services william hartley deals daily with the proper methods of writing
family history this volume in research narration and design source
notes end papers and maps reflects a specialists training aided by
the excellent genealogical materials compiled by darrel V knight and
other modem knight descendants and coupled with his own typically
exhaustive research efforts william hartley has done a superb piece
of work he has culled from a multiplicity of repositories a wealth of
new information the dubbing of these combined resources into a
single treatment has produced a creditable meticulously detailed
volume on the joseph knight sr family during the years 1825 to
1850 and somewhat beyond



the wasatch

from northern reach to southern stretch the wasatch
capture cloud cargoes lifted by pacific
winds from spouting whales and fish in flight
from drying bodies on beaches at malibu
or sweating in laborlabore e veneris on mexican sands
all vapors of the deeps and shallows congregating
around nebo or twin peaks swirling and churning
metamorphose into dropping rain and snow

the sculpture of the landscape came from winds
bringing the rains that dredged valleys and crenelated
crests sharpening skylinesskelinesskylines over ages and draining
detritus from a thousand gouged gullies
onto basin plains that sank in silence
As the wasatch reared skyward on faulted scarpsscalps
beside them isostatic clash in contrast
A thousand feet of uncompacted sediment
westward and cottonwood granite to the east
while equalizers work away granitic
feldsparsFeldspars decaying to clay freed quartz
globulesglobuletGlobules and mafic minerals washing to plains
rains scouring the mountains stone face

crystals are livingthingsliving things as mountains are
conceived in dark recesses of the mother world
to grow in slow gestation from the central heat
and pressure of the womb in genesis controlled
by blueprint forces sure as DNA

the wasatch mountains live and living nurture
other lives forests and fields an equal
footing afforded weeds and flowers each patch
of land aspiring to its climax starts with weeds
and builds superior forms to ultimate goals
old fir trees topple or fires fell them and life
blossoms at bottom again in lichens fungus
and alga bound siblings and growing once more
toward trees with all forms fighting to survive
by schemes devious and intricate hybridizinghybridizing
flyinghying or playing dead for generations



tolerating salt or tasting sweet
or bitter whichever advances dumb needs
perceived without brain but purposeful as humans
seeking their ends winged maple seeds in flight
exploding pods of spores hurled windward
seeds riding free in bellies of birds or in burrs
on matted hides

from lily to columbine
ergot to evergreen wasatch is home ground
background too feeding and breeding other lives
animal miniature to mastodon whose bones grounded
now is extinct as the lake whose shores it lumbered by

A working arrangement mostly good plants
with animals never sure though think
of the ergot growing by provo river and remember
rye fields in france and fingers of peasants
rotting off a caution slipped symbiotic disc

the wasatch alive still living and giving life
wind breaker and cloud catcher predestiningdestiningpre
utahs scene cities in unique configuration
on a front a condensation promising ballets
and symphonies plays and players in a world
not possible from sprawling towns scattered
at random mass lacking and centerless saddle
an atlas and go see but be back at sunsets
red westering valleys shadowed but timpsdimps
top glowing from snow and listen to sun
sizzle drift into darkness and moondronemoondrone
while star chants rise silent over the front
sustaining and shielding man the last animal

edward L hart

edward L hart is a professor emeritus of english at brigham young university
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